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Rethymno

Syntacticians of Old developed a simple, but largely e!ective, model of con-
stituency. "e point of that model is to map strings of words, or maybe mor-
phemes, into larger units. For this class, we can think of those units as semantic
objects, though it will be the syntax that individuates them. "e units are called
phrases.

(#) Goal: De$ne P .
w%w&w' . . .wn !P " {{wi , {w j ,wk}}, {wk ,wm}, . . . }

Phrases (indicated with “{}”) are those sets of words that have compositional de-
notations, and behave as units for the syntax and prosody. Like words, phrases can
themselves be parts of phrases. Two ingredients in P are the denotations of the
words and phrases and the morphosyntactic category of the words and phrases.
For this class, I’ll assume that words and morphemes come into the syntactic sys-
tem with their morphosyntactic category speci$ed. A popular way of thinking of
the part of P that is responsible for identifying the phrases is Chomsky’s (#(())
!"#$".

(*) !"#$"(!, ") ={# !, " }

"e set formed by !"#$" will have a category status which # is meant to repre-
sent. We should understand ! and " as variables that range over (possibly trivial)
strings of words,morphemes, and the output of !"#$". I will represent the output
of !"#$" with the somewhat misleading tree notation:

(+) #

! "

(+) is misleading because it graphically puts ! and " in a linear order."at order-
ing is not part of !"#$" (which iswhy the set notation is used in (*)). Nonetheless,
when the going gets tough, we’re going to appreciate trees. Despite the typogra-
phy, therefore, be mindful that (+) corresponds to an unordered set of ! and ". (*)
becomes (,).

(,) !"#$"(!, ") = #

! "

De$ned this way,!"#$" requires every phrase to have exactly two elements."at
is controversial. We won’t ever $nd a need to increase the number of elements a
phrase can contain. But we will $nd a need to decrease it. So, somewhat unortho-
doxically, I will also allow ()).

()) !"#$"(!) = #

!

Let us understand that when !"#$" takes one argument, that argument must be
a word and its output must be a phrase.

A working hypothesis is that # is always the same morphosyntactic category
as one of its elements. "ere are regularities that seem to govern which element
determines that category but I will treat this as an independent, phrase speci$c,
rule."ese are the components that determine which sets of words can be formed
into phrases. I’ll call this the “phrase part” of P .

(-) Phrase Part
!"#$"(!, (")) = #

! (")

,

subject to the following conditions:

a. ! and " may be words, morphemes or phrases.

b. If " is absent, ! must be a word and # a phrase.

c. # is the category of ! or ".

d. ! and " must compose semantically.

e. ! and " must be certain categories.

What I mean to point to with (-e) are things like the fact that a word of deter-
miner type in English can only merge with something of nominal type. I will call
a “derivation” a serial application of !"#$" to a set of words.
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An example of a derivation is:

(.) a. D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

D%

the

N%

boy

P%

in

D%

the

N%

store

b. DP

D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

D%

the

N%

boy

P%

in

D%

the

N%

store

c. DP

D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

D%

the

NP

N%

boy

P%

in

D%

the

N%

store

d. DP

D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

D%

the

NP

N%

boy

P%

in

D%

the

NP

N%

store

e. DP

D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

D%

the

NP

N%

boy

P%

in

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

store

f. DP

D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

D%

the

NP

N%

boy

PP

P%

in

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

store

g. DP

D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

D%

the

NP

NP

N

boy

PP

P%

in

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

store

h. DP

D%

she

T%

will

V%

meet

DP

D

the

NP

NP

N

boy

PP

P%

in

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

storei. DP

D%

she

T%

will

VP

V%

meet

DP

D%

the

NP

NP

N

boy

PP

P%

in

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

store

*
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j. DP

D%

she

TP

T%

will

VP

V%

meet

DP

D%

the

NP

NP

N

boy

PP

P%

in

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

store

k. TP

DP

D%

she

TP

T%

will

VP

V%

meet

DP

D%

the

NP

NP

N

boy

PP

P%

in

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

store

Or, the derivation can go di!erently at step (g).

g!. DP

D/

she

T/

will

V/

meet

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

boy

PP

P/

in

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

store

h!. DP

D/

she

T/

will

VP

V/

meet

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

boy

PP

P/

in

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

store

i!. DP

D/

she

T/

will

VP

VP

V/

meet

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

boy

PP

P/

in

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

store

j!. DP

D/

she

TP

T/

will

VP

VP

V/

meet

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

boy

PP

P/

in

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

store

+
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k!. TP

DP

D/

she

TP

T/

will

VP

VP

V/

meet

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

boy

PP

P/

in

DP

D/

the

NP

N/

store

(0) Conventions:

a. Words will be represented with X/, phrases with XP, and non-word
morphemes with X.

b. When one of the arguments of !"#$" is a word, the output is a phrase.

c. Each step in this series I’ll call a Stage. (.a), the initial Stage, is also
called a Numeration.

It is standard to require !"#$" to bring everything in the Numeration into one
phrase, so let’s add that.

(-) a. !"#$" applies serially until its output is a single phrase.

I think there are interesting exampleswhich suggest that (-) shouldn’t be enforced,
but for this class we’ll adopt this constraint as well. We can now de$ne a sentence’s
derivation:

(() D(Si), Si a Numeration, is the series (Si ,Si+1,Si+2,. . . ,Sm), where:

a. each Sk"i is derived from Sk#1 by one application of !"#$", and

b. Sm is a single phrase (i.e., a singleton set).

We should think of Stages as sets, and as each step in the derivation as reducing
the size of that set by combining its elements.

"ere is a variant of (-) which characterizes the arguments of !"#$" di!er-
ently, and places a constraint on what a derivation can be."is de$nition changes

what the arguments of !"#$" can be so that they must be the elements of the
Stage that the application of !"#$" acts on. Let’s add that condition to !"#$".
(I’ve smoothed out the constraints on the relationship between words and phrases
in (#3) as well.)

(#3) !"#$"(!, (")) = #

! (")

,

subject to the following conditions:

a. ! and " are elements of a Stage.

b. If one of the arguments of !"#$" is a word, # must be a phrase.

c. "e sole argument of !"#$" cannot be a phrase.

d. # is the category of ! or ".

e. ! and " must semantically compose.

f. ! and " must be certain categories.

"is prevents derivations in which !"#$" applies to something that is inside an-
other phrase. It corresponds to something Chomsky called the “Extension Con-
dition,” and it puts a useful cap on the kinds of phrases that can be created.

"is captures how the phrasal side of P is calculated. What we need now is
something for the string part."ere is a language component side to this, and an
apparently universal side. "e standard models right now are heavily in4uenced
by Kayne (#((,). One decision in Kayne is to model strings in terms of a set of
ordered pairs. "ese ordered pairs are generated by a procedure that interprets
the output of D . "is puts a direction on P – it causes the phrasal part to feed
the string part. I’ll call the procedure that maps the output of D onto a string a
“linearization,” and represent it with L .

(##) L (P) = {S: S={a<b: a and b are terminals dominated by P} }
!": “a<b” means “a precedes b”

L (P) is the set, each element of which is a set of ordered pairs a<b, where a and
b are terminals in P."is set, then, is all of the possible ways of ordering the ter-
minals in P. For example:

,
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(#*) L ( VP

V%

meet

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

boy

) =

{ {meet<the, meet<boy, the<boy, the<meet, boy<meet, boy<the},

{meet<the meet<boy, the<boy, the<meet, boy<meet},

{meet<the, meet<boy, the<boy, the<meet},

{meet<the, meet<boy, the<boy},

#

{the<meet, boy<meet, the<boy},

{the<meet, boy<meet, boy<the},

#

{meet<the, meet<boy}

{meet<the} }

Many of these sets do not have a trivial expression in a string because they contain
inconsistent orderings. "e $rst three are of this kind. Kayne adopts a standard
constraint on the output ofL that removes these sets from consideration.He calls
it Antisymmetry.

(#+) Antisymmetry
Ignore any set in L which contains a<b and b<a.

"ere are other sets in L which are unacceptably partial. "e string that corre-
spond to the last set, for instance, does not put boy into the string. Similarly, the
second to last set does not fully specify a string: it says that both the and boy should
followmeet, but it doesn’t specify how the and boy should be ordered with respect
to each other. We’ll rule both of these options out with what Kayne calls Totality.

(#,) Totality
Ignore any set in L which does not contain a<b for every a and b in P.

We are le5, now, with (#)). (I will henceforth suppress the outer brackets of the set
that L produces, and merely list the elements of this set.)

(#)) L ( VP

V%

meet

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

boy

) =

{meet<the, meet<boy, the<boy} = meet the boy
{meet<the, meet<boy, boy<the} = meet boy the
{the<meet, boy<meet, boy<the} = boy the meet
{the<meet, boy<meet, the<boy} = the boy meet
{meet<the, boy<meet, the<boy} = ??
{meet<the, boy<meet, boy<the} = boy meet the
{the<meet, meet<boy, the<boy} = the meet boy
{the<meet, meet<boy, boy<the} = ??

"e two sets here that have no trivial interpretation as a string can be thrown out
if we insist that the sets satisfy Transitivity.

(#-) Transitivity
Ignore any set in L that doesn’t contain a<c if it contains a<b and b<c.

We’re at:

(#.) L ( VP

V%

meet

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

boy

) =

{meet<the, meet<boy, the<boy} = meet the boy
{meet<the, meet<boy, boy<the} = meet boy the
{the<meet, boy<meet, boy<the} = boy the meet

)
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{the<meet, boy<meet, the<boy} = the boy meet

{meet<the, boy<meet, boy<the} = boy meet the
{the<meet, meet<boy, the<boy} = the meet boy

"is class is all about that line separating the last two sets from the others. "e
normal case is for these strings to be absent, and so standard theories prohibit
them. I’ll do that with Contiguity.

(#0) Let d(P) be all the terminals dominated by P.

(#() Contiguity
a $ d(P)" %x , x & d(P), a<x or %x , x & d(P), x<a.

Unlike Antisymmetry, Totality and Transitivity, Contiguity is not a constraint that
applies to sets created by L . It is part of L since it relates the phrasal part to
the string part. In Kayne (#((,), Contiguity is a consequence of how his proce-
dure introduces ordered pairs into the linearization. I want to focus on the e!ect
that Contiguity brings to a linearization, and set aside the other goals of Kayne’s
project. "ose goals are to give a model of language variation, and to capture
certain trends, like the correlation between precedence and c-command. (If ! c-
commands ", then it’s good money that ! will precede ".) For this reason, I reify
this consequence of Kayne’s system. Any good linearization system must some-
howmake Contiguity the normal case, and so you can think of Contiguity as that
portion of any linearization procedure that is successful. I will represent aL that
has Contiguity built in with: L C .

"ese are the universal parts of the string part of P . "e language particu-
lar side determines the orders of sisters. It is responsible for putting verbs before
their objects in English, but in the opposite direction in Japanese. "ere are pat-
terns to these statements – they are not random – but we’ll start by ignoring those
patterns."is component must also be part of L , as it too looks at the syntax to
determine its output. As an expediency, let’s assume that part of what de$nes a
language is a set of language particular phrase ordering rules (PO) that applies
to a phrase of a particular type and orders its daughter.

(*3) PO( #

! "

) = !<"

We’ll say that a set in L (P) satis$es the language particular component if every
phrase dominated by P satis$es the PO de$ned for it.

Together, then, our String part (what I will call a Linearization) is:

(*#) a. L C(P) = {S: S={a<b: a and b dominated by P} }, such that S satis$es
Antisymmetry, Totality, Transitivity and the language particular com-
ponent.

Nothing guarantees that L C(P) is a singleton (i.e., determines a unique string),
but that is the normal case.

So, in summary, what we have for a model of constituency is (**).

(**) P=L C(D(Si))

"ere aremanyways of achieving the same goals that this systemdoes, but this
uses notions that are familiar (i.e., from Kayne (#((,)) and partitions the relevant
information in a way that will be convenient for what is to come. An important
ingredient is Contiguity. It ensures that there is a simple image of constituency in
the strings:

(*+) If Q dominates P, then d(P) will form a contiguous substring of d(Q).
recall: d(X) = the set of terminals dominated by X.

We must maintain an image of the phrasal structure in the string it maps to."at
is the point of P . (*+) is mostly true, and very simple.

But where it is not true is where syntacticians have been furiously busy for
decades. One kind of counterexample involves parentheticals.

(*,) a. John talked, of course, about you.

b. His father, according to John, is the richest man in Scarsdale.

"e strings of course and according to John do form a phrase, but don’t semanti-
cally combine with phrases that correspond to the strings on either side of them.
McCawley (#(0*), citing a precedent in Wells (#(,.), suggested that these should
be seen as violations of Contiguity. Another kind of counterexample is in (*)), and
these too were suggested to be violations of Contiguity in Engdahl (#(03).

(*)) Which class have we not (yet) le5?

In this case which lecture seems to be semantically combining with le$, as well,
perhaps, as with the string that follows it. And, have combines semantically with
le$, but not with we not le$.

"e popular alternative is movement. A simple addition to our present system
involves one addition and one change. ("is is roughly the idea in Ross (#(-.).)

(*-) a. Copy(!) = !!, an exact syntactic and semantic replica of !.
! is an element of a Stage.

b. Every element of the Numeration must be semantically interpreted.

-
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(*-b) should replace the restriction in #$%&$ that requires the two arguments
#$%&$ combines to be semantically composed as well. "is will allow #$%&$ to
bring things together that don’t combine semantically, while still preserving the
idea that everything that gets #$%&$’d into a sentence must be semantically part
of that sentence.

"is will permit derivations like (*.).

(*.) a. D%

John

V%

talked

PP

P%

about

DP

D%

you

PP

P%

of

NP

N%

course

b. D%

John

V%

talked

PP

P%

about

DP

D%

you

PP

P%

of

NP

N%

course

PP!

P%

about

DP

D%

you

c. D%

John

VP

V%

talked

PP

P%

about

DP

D%

you

PP

P%

of

NP

N%

course

PP!

P%

about

DP

D%

you

d. D%

John

VP

VP

VP

V%

talked

PP

P%

about

DP

D%

you

PP

P%

of

NP

N%

course

PP!

P%

about

DP

D%

you

I will represent the output of a #$%&$ operation that does not involve a seman-
tic composition rule with a dashed branch."e derivation continues beyond this
point to make a sentence that includes Tense (which I’ve suppressed here) and the
subject. We’ll need to add a rule that gets rid of the phrase that was copied.

(*0) Copy Deletion
Delete either the copy or the term copied

Both options are needed, as we’ll see. Similar derivations can bemade for the other
parenthetical and for moving the wh-phrase in (*)).

"e movement of have involves something new. To see this, let’s take a look at
a di!erent but related example:

(*() We had not $nished.

Here have forms a phrase with %nished, but not not %nished."e Numeration is:

(+3) D%

we

T

past

V%

have

Neg%

not

V%

$nished

Copy will add a copy of have and then repeated instances of #$%&$ give us:

.
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(+#) DP

D%

we

T

past

NegP

Neg%

not

VP

V%

have

VP

V%

$nished

V%!

have

Note that the tensemorpheme is not aword. It will have to become part of a tensed
verb, and this will be done by #$%&$ here:

(+*) DP

D%

we

T%

V%!

have

T

past

NegP

Neg%

not

VP

V%

have

VP

V%

$nished

From this point, the derivation #$%&$s T/ with NegP, and then the resulting TP
with the subject DP.

What this derivation shows is that this copy theory ofmovement allows things
to move from one phrase into another, non-dominating, phrase (or word). "is
is thought to be made necessary by other cases as well. One of these is (++).

(++) Which papers of hers1 that Mark brought has no woman1 talked to him
about?

"is question has an interpretation that allows her to be a variable bound by no
woman. In general that is only possible when (+,).

(+,) If ! is understood as a variable bound by ", then ! must c-command ". !
c-commands " i! " is dominated by !’s sister.

We want the which-phrase to be semantically composed with about, putting its
contents within the sister of no woman. But (++) can also permitMark and him to
corefer, and that suggests that the wh-phrase is not semantically composed with
about, because in (+)):

(+)) No woman has talked to him about papers of hers that Mark brought.

Mark and him cannot corefer. "e copy theory of movement as formulated can
almost handle this. We’ll have a derivation that delivers the following Stages.

(+-) a. [NP papers of hers]

b. [NP! papers of hers]

c. [D! which]

d. [D! ! which]

e. [CP that Mark brought]

f. [P! about]

g. [VP talked to him]

h. [V! have]

i. [V!! have]

j. [T! pres]

k. [T! pres have!]

l. [C Q]

"e next step #$%&$s [NP
! papers of her] with the CP.

(+.) a. [NP papers of hers]

b. [NP [NP! papers of hers] [CP that Mark brought] ]

c. [D! which]

d. [D! ! which]

e. [P! about]

f. [VP talked to him]

g. [V! have]

h. [V! ! have]

i. [T! pres]

j. [T! pres have!]

k. [C Q]

"en we #$%&$ the two which’s to the two NPs.

(+0) a. [DP which papers of hers]

b. [DP which
! [NP! papers of hers] [CP that Mark brought] ]

c. [P! about]

d. [VP talked to him]

0
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e. [V! have]

f. [V!! have]

g. [T! pres]

h. [T! pres have!]

i. [C Q]

From this, #$%&$ can deliver (+().

(+() CP

DP

D%!

which

NP

NP!

papers of hers

CP

that Mark brought

CP

C%

pres!

have!

Q

TP

DP

no woman

TP

T%

pres
have!

VP

PP

P%

about

DP

which papers
of hers

VP

V%

talked

PP

P%

to

DP

him

We don’t have a semantics for this case. We need the which-phrases in both
positions to be interpreted, and yet this sentence only makes reference to one pa-
pers of hers. Also, there isn’t, to my knowledge, a successful way of composing the
higherwhich-phrase.What the copy theory of movement provides are the syntac-
tic pieces to do this job. It is hard to see how else to manage a movement theory
for this case. "is is one reason using copies is adopted – it sure looks like we
need two papers of hers – one in the position it’s spoken and one in the position
it’s interpreted in.

"ere are cases where we can actually see the copies that the copy theory of
movement posits. "is happens most famously in cases where verbs, and other
words, are moved. Koopman (#(0,) might have been the $rst to discover this, but
it has since been widely studied (see, e.g., Vicente (*33.)). Koopman’s data come
from Vata.

(,3) ngŌnŪ
sleep

ǹ
you

wà
want

nā
NA

ǹ
you

k!a
FUT-A

ngÓn!U
sleep

!a
Q

(Vata)

‘Do you want to sleep?’
(Koopman #(0,, (*a): #),)

Here “ngOnU” (‘sleep’) has been cle5ed and is pronounced in both the cle5 posi-
tion and the position inside its VP. "is is probably movement since it can span
long distances, but not every long distance. Indeed, there are a characteristic set
of environments whichmovement relations cannot span: these are John Ross’s fa-
mous “islands” formovement. One of these environments are relative clauses."e
cle5ed verb in Vata cannot span a relative clause.

(,#) * tākā
show

ǹ
you

wà
like

fòt!o`
picture

mŪm!U`
ITIT

ǹ
you

t!ak!a
showed

á!O
REL

àbà
Aba

‘It’s show that you like the picture you showed Aba.’
(Koopman #(0,, (#)): #)()

Also the two verbs involvedmust be the same."ey are in4ected di!erently as you
can see, but it isn’t possible to change either of the verbs that bear the in4ection.
"ey really do look like copies.

When a verb cle5s in Vata, both copies must be pronounced. (,3) is ungram-
matical if either verb isn’t pronounced.When nominalmaterial cle5s, by contrast,
only the higher copy may be pronounced. (,*) illustrates.

(,*) ngÓnÚl̀i
sleep-NOM

mí
IT

ǹ
you

wà
want

à
Q

‘Is it sleeping you want?’ (Koopman #(0,, (*b): #),)

When verbs, or predicates, move, Copy Deletion is sometimes blocked.
I don’t know of anything similar, though, when a phrase moves. When DPs

move, for instance, both DPs are never pronounced.What does happen, however,
is that one of the DPs is “replaced” by a pronoun: a resumptive pronoun. For in-
stance, in Lebanese Arabic there are resumptive pronouns that seem to stand in
for a moved phrase when islands aren’t violated. (See Sichel *3#, and references
therein.)

(,+) t@lmiiz-a1
student-her1

lk@sleen
the-bad

ma
NEG

baddna
want.#P

nXabbi
tell.#P

[wala
[no

mQallme]1
teacher]1

P@nno
that

huwwe
he

zaQbar
cheated.+SM

b-l-faès
˙in-the-exam

‘her bad student, we don’t want to tell any teacher that he cheated on
the exam.’

(
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(,,) * t@lmiiz-a1
student-her

lk@sleen
the-bad

ma
NEG

badkun
want.*P

tXabbro
tell.*P

[wala
[no

mQallme]
teacher]

Qan
about

l-b@nt
the-girl

yalli
that

huwwe
he

zaQbar
cheated.+sm

maQ-a
with-her

b-l-faès
˙in-the-exam

(Her bad student, you don’t want to tell any teacher about the girl with
whom he cheated on the exam.)

(Aoun, Choueiri, and Hornstein *33#, (*)b) & (*(b): +0#–*)

I think, then, that there is a di!erence in how Copy Deletion applies, depending
on the type of thing being moved. I’ll assume that there is a di!erence between
moved XPs and moved other things that is responsible for how Copy Deletion is
relaxed.

A good theory of movement is one that links together the two properties we
have seen in these examples:

(,)) a. Semantic Displacement: A term is sometimes not in the place Conti-
guity requires.

b. Terseness: the term that violates Contiguity is usually only pro-
nounced once.

We also need a semantics that can handle situations like (++).
An hypothesis that many are exploring is that (,)) can be achieved by more

directly $ddling with Contiguity. One possibility is to change our phrase part of
P so that derivations like the following are permitted. I’m going to take a few,
very small, steps in that direction, building on an idea about what movement is
that was in an early unpublished manuscript by Stanley Peters and Robert Richie,
carried forward by Engdahl (#(03) and has now found many proponents, includ-
ing Gärtner (#((.), Starke (*33#), Nunes (*33#), Frampton (*33,), Citko (*33)),
Kobele (*33-) and de Vries (*33.)."at idea is that#$%&$ can give an expression
two positions by re-merging it.

(,-) (She asked) which book he knows.

a. VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

b. TP

T

pres

VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

c. TP

DP

he

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

d. CP

C%

Q

TP

DP

he

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

e. CP

CP

C%

Q

TP

DP

he

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

You can see how (,-e) provides a way of capturing Semantic Displacement. "e
moved term—herewhich book—is syntactically in two positions and so its deno-
tation has two positions where it can be applied. Instead of a copy, then, a moved
phrase is just the same phrase in two spots."e di!erences in how Semantic Dis-
placement arise are going to come about, I will claim, from the particular ways in
which the expressions that are “moved” get broken up into two di!erent positions.

One way of allowing #$%&$ to produce (,-e) is to relax the Extension Con-
dition. We could allow #$%&$ to see parts of phrases."is is called the Remerge
"eory of movement. In these lectures, I want to examine a di!erent possibility.
I will suggest that Remerge derivations are blocked – I will keep the Extension
Condition. Instead, I will suggest that derivations tolerate what Citko (*33)) calls
“parallel merge.”"ese look like:

#3
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(,.) a. VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

CP

C%

Q

b. TP

T

pres

VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

CP

C%

Q

c. TP

DP

he

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

CP

C%

Q

d. CP

TP

DP

he

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

knows

DP

which book

CP

C%

Q

"is can be achieved by changing the de$nition of derivation so that it allows
more than one application of #$%&$ to any one Stage. I change (() to (,0).

(,0) D(Si), Si a Numeration, is the series (Si ,Si+1,Si+2,. . . ,Sm), where:

a. each Sk"i is derived from Sk#1 by at least one application of #$%&$,
and

b. Sm is a single phrase (i.e., a singleton set).

If #$%&$ continues to be constrained by the Extension Condition – that is, it can
only apply to the elements of any one Stage and not the terms inside those ele-
ments – remerge will be prevented. And so will many other kinds of derivations.
I welcome this constraint because it puts a usefully draconian limit on the kinds
of structures that can be formed. But it will still allow multidominant representa-
tions, and so gets our project o! the ground. It allows only those multidominant
representations that can be delivered by parallel merge. For instance, (,.a) could
be formed from the Stage in (,() by apply #$%&$ to V/ and DP as well as to DP
and C/.

(,() V%

knows

C%

Q

DP

which book

Forcing movement to arise only through parallel movement might give us a
handle on a third property that a good theory ofmovement should link to Seman-
tic Displacement and Terseness. "at’s that movement is subject to island con-
straints. Suppose islands are those phrases at which a phonological or semantic
evaluation must take place."is might be what “phases” are. If islands are phases
that arise at the point in a derivation where there remain two roots, as in any but
the last of the steps in (,.), then arguably a semantic and phonological evalua-
tion will not be possible, as our semantics and phonology are (perhaps) de$ned
only for representations with a single root."is, at any rate, is one way of thinking
about how to seek an answer to the question of why islands emerge uniquely with
movement on an account that uses multidominant representations. I do not see
how to bring this idea o!. Nonetheless, it is important to have a way of stating
what an island is in the present framework. I’ll adopt ()3).

()3) An Island is a Stage in which every element must have one root.

I’ll have nothing more to say about islands in these classes. I’ll focus on the
remaining two properties: terseness and semantic displacement. I think it’s clear
how the multidominant interpretation of copies provides a way of modeling se-
mantic displacement. It’s not clear how the rightmeanings are delivered, of course,
and that will take some work. We’ll investigate that issue in some detail in the last
three lectures of this series. But we’ll start by examining how to capture terseness
– the property of movement that inclines the material that has two positions in
the phrasal part of a sentence to have only one position in the resulting string. On
the program that Nunes sets out, this is the result of how linearization works, and
I’ll join that program. On his way of executing the idea, a linearization forces the
material that occupies two positions in the phrasal portion to occupy two posi-
tions in the string, in violation of Antisymmetry."is illegal linearization is made
legal by a special purpose-built rule of deletion, that removes that material from
one of the positions it occupies in the string. Expressing this deletion operation
in a multidominance theory of copies will require something di!erent than what
Nunes o!ered. Unlike the copy theory that Nunes relied on, there are not two ob-
jects – a thing and its copy – that can be distinguished by the deletion rule in a
multidominant representation. In the next class, I’ll look at how to design a lin-
earization procedure that builds in Nunes’s deletion operation, and makes use of
multidominance.

##
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Terseness and Contiguity
Kyle Johnson Crete Summer School of Linguistics
University of Crete 17 July 2018
Rethymno

One of the important properties I suggested yesterday that we should take as di-
agnostic of movement – one of the properties that should emerge from our syntax
of movement – is what I called “Terseness.”

(!) Terseness
Only one of the two phrasal positions that a moved term is related to is
mapped onto the string that is spoken.

a. exception !: sometimes moved verbs can be spoken in both positions

b. exception ": sometimes moved DPs can have a pronoun spoken in the
lower position

First, recall the phrase part of our theory. It involves a serial process of putting
parts of sentences together into phrases.

(") Derivation
D(Si), Si a Numeration, is the series of Stages (Si ,Si+#,Si+$,. . . ,Sm), where:

a. Each Sk!i is derived from Sk"#, by one application of !"#$" or %&'(.

b. Sm is a singleton set (i.e, a root node)

(%) !"#$"(!, (")) = #

! (")

,

where:

a. ! and " are root nodes in (i.e., elements of) a Stage.

b. If one of the arguments of !"#$" is a word, then # must be a phrase.

c. If !"#$" has a sole argument, it must not be a phrase.

d. # is the category of ! or ".

e. ! and " must be certain categories.

(&) %&'((!) = !#, an exact syntactic and semantic replica of !.

(') Principle of Full Interpretation
If ! is a member of a Numeration, Si , then !!" must be part of the deno-
tation of the output of D(Si).

)is enforces a serial application of !"#$" and %&'(, and it allows for one of the
two terms in a copy relation to not be semantically interpreted.)at is, it decou-
ples !"#$" from the requirement that the terms !"#$" brings together must be
semantically combined. It places the requirement that everything with a denota-
tion contribute its denotation to the sentence its part of in a separate condition,
which I’ve called here the Principle of Full Interpretation.

)is system produces derivations like ((). (From now on I will take the liberty
of representing derivations incompletely. I will give just those stages that I feel are
su)cient for the reader to envision how the entire series looks.)

(*) (She asked) which book he will read.

a. C+

Q

D+

which

N+

book

D+

he

T+

will

V+

read

b. DP

D+

which

NP

N+

book

DP!

D+ ’

which

NP!

N+!

book

C+

Q

DP

D+

he

T+

will

V+

read

c. TP

T+

will

VP

V+

read

DP

which book

DP!

D+ ’

which

NP!

N+!

book

C+

Q

DP

D+

he
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d. CP

C+

Q

TP

DP

D+

he

TP

T+

will

VP

V

read

DP

which book

DP!

D+ ’

which

NP!

N+!

book

e. CP

DP!

which! book!

CP

C+ TP

DP

he

TP

T+

will

VP

V+

read

DP

which book

)is representation allows Terseness to arise from an operation that “deletes” one
of the two phrases in the copy relation.

(*) Copy Deletion
Delete ! or its copy.

What Terseness amounts to, then, is the observation that (with the exceptions
noted) this deletion process is obligatory. I’ll sketch the way this is done in Nunes
("++&, chapter !), which is a reworked version of his !,,'University of Maryland
dissertation, and an improved version of Nunes (!,,,), and then I’ll modify it so
it works with phrase markers with multidominance in them.

Recall now the string part of our theory.

(-) L C(P) = {S: S={a<b: a and b dominated by P} }, such that S satis.es An-
tisymmetry, Totality, Transitivity, Contiguity, and the language particular
component.

a. Totality
If a and b are in P, then a < b is in S.

b. Antisymmetry
¬ (a < b ! b < a)

c. Transitivity
(a < b ! b < c)" a < c.

d. Let d(P) be all the terminals dominated by P.

e. Contiguity
a # d(P)" $x , x % d(P), a<x or $x , x % d(P), x<a.

Applied to ((e), this will give us:

(,)

&'''''''''''
!
"""""""""""#

which!<book! book!<Q C<he he<will will<read read<which
which!<Q book!<he Q<will will<which read<book
which!<he book!<will Q<read will<book
which!<will book!<read Q<which
which!<read book!<which Q<book
which!<which book!<book
which!<book which<book

$"""""""""""
%
"""""""""""&

( which# book# Q he will read which book

Nunes suggests that Copy Deletion can be forced by modifying Antisymmetry so
that it cannot tell a copy apart from the thing it is a copy of.

(!+) Antisymmetry
Let !# be a copy of !, then a linearization cannot have x < !# or x < ! and
also either of ! < x or !# < x.

)ismakes (,) havemultiple Antisymmetry violations. CopyDeletion is intended
as a method of repairing (,) so that it satis.es Antisymmetry. Nunes calls his rule
Chain Reduction. We can use our machinery to express Chain Reduction as:

(!!) Chain Reduction
Chain Reduction applied to d(X) deletes every ordered pair in a lineariza-
tion that contains a word in d(X).

Applied to (,), this can rescue Antisymmetry by removing ordered pairs in a va-
riety of ways. If we represent those various sets with the strings they correspond
to, Chain Reduction can produce from (,) the Antisymmetry obeying sets in (!").

"
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(!") a. which book should he read

b. which should he read book

c. book should he read which

d. should he read which book

To form the strings in (!"), Chain Reduction will delete from (,) the ordered pairs
indicated in (!%).

(!%) a. To form (!"a), Chain Reduction applies to d(DP).

b. To form (!"b), Chain Reduction applies to d(NP#) and d(D/).

c. To form (!"c), Chain Reduction applies to d(D/’) and d(NP).

d. To form (!"a), Chain Reduction applies to d(DP’).

Nunes assumes, and so shall I, that (!"a) and (!"d) are possible outcomes – some
languages choosing one or the other – but that (!"b) and (!"c) are not. To block
these two outcomes, Nunes adopts:

(!&) Economy
Let 'CR' be the number of applications of Chain Reduction to a Lineariza-
tion. If Antisymmetry can be satis.ed by CR, then all other applications
of Chain Reduction, CR#, are ungrammatical if 'CR#' > 'CR'.

Economy will block the applications of Chain Reduction in (!%b) and (!%c) be-
cause of the equally Antisymmetry compliant applications of Chain reduction in
(!%a) and (!%d).

Consider now how this system will work for Head Movement. Let’s consider
.rst a case where the moved verb does get spoken in both of its positions.

(!') l̄ı
eat

!O
she/he

dā
perf

s!aká
rice

l̄ı
eat

‘she/he has eaten rice.’

(!() FocP

Foc/

V/

l̄ı

Foc

TP

DP

!O

TP

T/

dā

VP

DP

s!aká

V/

l̄ı

It’s not clear in this particular example, but the cle0ed verb and the verb down-
stairs are not in1ected the sameway.)e cle0ed verb is always in1ected withmid-
tones, no matter what the lexical tones of the moved verb are.)is was clearer in
the example I gave you yesterday:

(!*) ngŌnŪ
sleep

ǹ
you

wà
want

nā
NA

ǹ
you

k!a
FUT-A

ngÓn!U
sleep

!a
Q

(Vata)

‘Do you want to sleep?’

(Koopman !,-&, ("a): !'&)

)is is very characteristic of the cases of verb movement where both copies are
pronounced.)e pronounced verbs have di2erent in1ections.

Nunes’ system makes this relevant. He suggests that the things that are lin-
earized by L C are just words. In our terms:

(!-) L C(P) = {S: S={a<b: a and b are X/ dominated by P} }, such that S satis.es
Antisymmetry, Totality, Transitivity and the language particular compo-
nent.

)is will cause L C to assign (!() the linearization in (!,).

(!,)

("""""
!
"""""#

Foc/ < !O !O < dā dā < s!aká s!aká < l̄ı
Foc/ < dā !O < s!aká dā < l̄ı
Foc/ < s!aká !O < l̄ı
Foc/ < l̄ı

$"""""
%
"""""&

)is linearization satis.es Antisymmetry as well. When Foc/ is matched against
the vocabulary item that spells out “l̄ı+Foc,” the correct string associated with (!()
is produced.

%
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)is is Nunes’s system. If it is a successful derivation of Terseness, then what
we’d want to do is .nd an explanation for why Antisymmetry treats copies as the
same thing that they are copied from. I suggest that we consider this evidence for
multidominance.

As foreshadowed yesterday, we must a way of changing our phrase part to al-
low for a term to be in two di2erent positions. And then we need to think about
how to relax Contiguity to allow for these cases to get linearized. I proposed yes-
terday that we leave everything about !"#$" intact, but we allow it to apply nu-
merous times in mapping one representation to another in the derivation.

("+) !"#$"(!, (")) = #

! (")

,

where:

a. ! and " are elements of a Stage.

b. If one of the arguments of !"#$" is a word, # must be a phrase.

c. )e sole argument of !"#$" cannot be a phrase.

d. # is the category of ! or ".

e. ! and " must be certain categories.

("!) D(Si), Si an initial Numeration, is the series of Stages (Si ,Si+#,Si+$,. . . ,Sm),
where:

a. each Sk!i is derived from Sk"# by at least one application of !"#$",
and

b. Sm is a single phrase (i.e., a singleton set).

)is will allow for derivations like ("").

("") a. D+

!O

Foc

MT

T+

dā

N+

s!aká

V+

l̄ı

b. DP

D+

!O

Foc

MT

T+

dā

NP

N+

s!aká

V+

l̄ı

c. DP

D+

!O

T+

dā

Foc+

Foc

MT

VP

V+

l̄ı

NP

N+

s!aká

d. DP

D+

!O

TP

T+

dā

VP

V+

l̄ı

NP

N+

s!aká

Foc+

Foc

MT

e. TP

DP

D+

!O

TP

T+

dā

VP

V+

l̄ı

NP

N+

s!aká

Foc+

Foc

MT

&
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f. TP

Foc+

Foc

MT

TP

DP

D+

!O

TP

T+

dā

VP

V+

l̄ı

NP

N+

s!aká

)e step from the Stage in (""b) to the Stage in (""c) involved !"#$" applying
both to V/+NP and V/+Foc. All three of these terms are elements of that Stage –
that is they are all root nodes – and so they are among the things that !"#$" can
operate on. Note, then, that these applications of !"#$" happen “simultaneously.”
)at is, applications of !"#$" are not serial. It’s derivations that de.ne the serial
nature of sentence construction.

Just as on the Copy)eory of Movement, L C will produce (!,), which is the
only linearization that meets Totality and Transitivity, and it will satisfy Antisym-
metry for the same reason it does in the copy theory.

Let’s consider next how this system will produce wh-movement. Reconsider
(().)is will now go as in ("%).

(() (She asked) which book he will read.

("%) a. X+

?

C+

Q

D+

which

N+

book

D+

he

T+

will

V+

read

b. X+

?

C+

Q

D+

which

NP

N+

book

DP

D+

he

T+

will

V+

read

c. DP

D+

which

NP

N+

book

X+

?

C+

Q

DP

D+

he

T+

will

V+

read

d. VP

V+

read

DP

D+

which

NP

N+

book

X+

X+

?

C+

Q

DP

D+

he

T+

will

e. CP

C+

Q

TP

DP

D+

he

TP

T+

will

VP

V

read

DP

which book

X+

X+

?

'
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f. CP

XP

X+

?

CP

C+

Q

TP

DP

D+

he

TP

T+

will

VP

V

read

DP

which book

I had tomake up X/ to produce this.)ere’s no other way our de.nition of !"#$"
will allowmultidominance here. For the program I am advancing to be successful,
then, we must identify X/.

)e linearization that L C produces for this is:

("&) Q he will read which book ?

)is satis.es Totality, Antisymmetry, Transitivity and Contiguity. But it violates
the language particular component; English requires that XP precede its sister.
)ere is no way of achieving that goal here and preserving Contiguity. )at will
be our next task.

But.rst, consider howL (theContiguity free version) derives Terseness. Sup-
pose that L were to produce a linearization of ("%f) that corresponds to ("').

("') ? which book Q he will read which book

)is violates Antisymmetry. But Totality doesn’t require that which and book be
linearized according to every position they occupy. It only requires that they be
linearized according to (at least) one of those positions. On this revision toNunes’
system, we both explain why a thing and its copy are treated as if they were in-
distinguishable by Antisymmetry (they are indistinguishable) and we don’t need
Chain Reduction. Terseness emerges from the string component unaided.

We need to relax Contiguity to allow for the right linearization of ("%f). When
we do this, we need to preserve Contiguity’s e2ects for all of the phrases that
aren’t in two positions. And we also need to make sure Contiguity makes all of
the moved phrase hang together as a contiguous string. We want to allow ("(a)
and block ("(b).

("() a. ? which book Q he will read

b. ? which Q he will read book

I pointed out yesterday that Contiguity projects a simple map of constituency
into the string it forms.)at map can be described with ("*).

("*) If phrase XP# dominates phrase XP$, then the words in XP$ (i.e., d(XP$))
will form a contiguous substring of the string formed by the words in XP#

(i.e., d(XP#)).

Indeed, the transitive closure of ("*) holds for phrase markers that obey Contigu-
ity and don’t contain multidominance.

("-) Let p=(XP#, XP$,. . . ,XPn) be a series of phrases such that every XPi in p
is dominated by every XP j>i in p. For every p in a phrase marker, d(XPi)
must be a contiguous substring of d(XP j>i) for every XP in p.

I will call a series of phrases that form a p, a “path.”
Interestingly, ("-) isn’t obeyed in a phrase-marker that allows for multidom-

inant representations. To see this, consider (",) and the linearization of (",) that
corresponds to overt movement, in (%+).

(",) CP

CP†

C+

Q

TP

DP†

D+†

she

TP†

T+

should

VP

PP

P+

here

VP†

V+

bring

DP

D+

which

NP

N+

1ower

XP

X+

?

(
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(%+) overt movement linearization:

? which 1ower Q she should bring here

Two paths that contain DP and NP in (",) are (%!). (Note that “dominance” is
re1exive.)

(%!) a. paths for NP:

i. (NP, DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP)

ii. (NP, DP, XP, CP)

b. paths for DP:

i. (DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP)

ii. (DP, XP, CP)

(%+) makes (%!a-i) and (%!b-i) violate ("-); neither $ower (=d(NP)) nor which
$ower (=d(DP)) are contiguous substrings of d(TP) (=she should bring which
$ower here), d(TP†) (=should bring which $ower here), d(VP) (=bring which $ower
here) or d(VP†) (=bring which $ower). If Contiguity were to be expressed in a
way that derives ("-), then only covert movement operations would be permit-
ted.)at’s not a desirable outcome.

Notice, however, that if the paths in (%!a-i) and (%!b-i) are ignored, the lin-
earization in (%+) doesn’t violate ("-). Conversely, the paths in (%!a-ii) and (%!b-ii)
violate ("-) if the linearization is (%").

(%") ? Q she should bring which 1ower here

Under this linearization, neither d(NP) (=$ower) nor d(DP) (=which $ower) are
contiguous substrings of d(XP) (=? which $ower). )is linearization doesn’t vio-
late ("-), however, if the paths in (%!a-ii) and (%!b-ii) are ignored. Paths give us a
way, then, of linearizing a phrase that is in two positions in either one of those
positions. We can use paths to make movement overt or covert.

)e linearization algorithm I will propose is based on paths. As we’ve seen,
framing Contiguity in terms of paths in the way that ("-) does leaves its e2ects
unchanged for phrase markers that don’t have multidominance in them, but has
useful e2ects in situations where multidominance arises. Words will get into a
linearization by virtue of the paths they have, and so I will state Totality in terms
of paths too. )is will also allow a phrase marker that has multidominance, and
therefore more than one path for a word or group of words, to satisfy Totality by
choosing just one of those paths. Finally, because the formalism for representing
linearizations is a set of ordered pairs, ("-) will have to be expressed in a way that
references those ordered pairs rather than the strings they correspond to. Here,
then, is a system that does those things.

(%%) Linearization

L pc(P) = {S: S= {! < ": !, " are X/s in P }}, such that S obeys Path Con-
tiguity, Totality, Antisymmetry, Transitivity, and the language particular
component.

(%&) a. Let p(w)=(XP#, XP$,. . . , XPn), a path, be the phrases that dominatew,
an X/, and include the root phrase, where every XPi in p is dominated
by every XP j>i in p.

b. 3(P) is a set of paths formed from the words in P.

c. d(XP) is the set of ws such that XP is in p(w).

d. Path Contiguity
If p % 3, then for every XP % p and YP, sister of XP:

i. " % d(YP)" $! % d(XP) ! < ", or

ii. " % d(YP)" $! % d(XP) " < !.

e. Totality
For every w in P, 3(P)must contain p(w).

f. Antisymmetry
¬(! < " ! " < !)

g. Transitivity
(! < " ! " < #)" ! < #.

Totality requires that every word in a sentence be associated with a path that is
used to linearize it. 3, then, is at minimum a set of paths, one for each word. For
each of these paths, Path Contiguity then ensures that Contiguity-preserving or-
dered pairs for each word is in the linearization. Path Contiguity doesn’t make
the language particular correct choices – that must come from a part of the lin-
earization scheme that .xes the choices among the cross-linguistic word-orders –
but it limits those choices to just ones that preserve Contiguity relative to a word’s
path. Antisymmetry and Transitivity do the familiar jobs of weeding out those
orderings that don’t have an interpretation as a string. In fact, because Path Con-
tiguity now requires every word in every d(XP) to be ordered in the same way to
every word in XP’s sister, Transitivity is ensured by a combination of Totality and
Path Contiguity. We needn’t state Transitivity as an independent constraint on a
linearization, and I shall henceforth drop it.

We’ll look at two case studies to see howPathContiguity does its job. Consider
.rst a vanilla phrase-marker with no multidominance.

*
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(%') TP

DP

D/

she

TP†

T/

should

VP

V/

protest

For each of the words in (%'), there is only one path. Consequently, the only 3
that satis.es Totality is (%().

(%() a. p(she) = {DP, TP}

b. p(should) = {TP†, TP}

c. p(protest) = {VP, TP†, TP}

From these paths, we can calculate d, which relates phrases to the words thatmust
be in the linearization in order to comply with Path Contiguity.)e d of a phrase
is all the words that contain that phrase in its path.

(%*) a. d(TP) = {she, should, protest}

b. d(DP) = {she}

c. d(TP†) = {should, protest}

d. d(VP) = {protest}

Path Contiguity requires that each of the sets in (%*) map onto a contiguous sub-
string in the linearization. For instance, for Path Contiguity to hold of TP†, all of
the words in d(TP†) (i.e., should and protest) must be ordered in the same way
to the words in TP†’s sister: d(DP) (i.e., she). Every phrase that is in some word’s
path will be subject to this requirement, and so every word will be part of a series
of phrases that are contiguous, each larger phrase in that path mapping onto a
larger contiguous superstring containing that word.

Path Contiguity therefore allows for the linearizations of (%') in (%-).

(%-) a. she should protest

b. should protest she

c. she protest should

d. protest should she

)is is probably more possibilities than should be allowed – (%-d) is a su)ciently
rare way for a language to linearize this structure that we might want to block

it – but it comes close to what’s cross-linguistically available. I will assume that
the language particular choices narrow this set down to the outcomes appropri-
ate for any particular language. English (a head initial, Speci.er initial language)
chooses (%-a).

)e second case study is (%,).

(%,) CP

CP†

C+

Q

TP

DP†

D+†

she

TP†

T+

should

VP

PP

P+

here

VP†

V+

bring

DP

D+

which

NP

N+

1ower

XP

X+

?

As we’ve seen, which and $ower have two paths in (%,), and so the largest 3 con-
tains them both:

(&+) a. p(which) = {DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

b. p(which) = {DP, XP, CP}

c. p($ower) = {NP, DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

d. p($ower) = {NP, DP, XP, CP}

e. p(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

f. p(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

g. p(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

h. p(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}

i. p(Q) = {CP†, CP}

j. p(?) = {XP, CP}

-
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)e values for d are:

(&!) a. d(CP) = {Q, she, should, bring, here, ?, which, $ower}

b. d(XP) = {?, which, $ower}

c. d(CP†) = {Q, she, should, bring, here, which, $ower}

d. d(TP) = {she, should, bring, here, which, $ower}

e. d(DP†) = {she}

f. d(TP†) = {should, bring, here, which, $ower}

g. d(VP) = {bring, here, which, $ower}

h. d(VP†) = {bring, which, $ower}

i. d(DP) = {which, $ower}

j. d(NP) = {$ower}

Path Contiguity prevents almost all linearizations of (&+). It allows a linearization
for this3 only under very narrow circumstances: when the language’s word order
settings would allow the multidominant phrase to be simultaneously contiguous
to the sisters it has in both of its positions. Because of (&!b), Path Contiguity re-
quires the linearization to have a contiguous stringmade from ?, which and $ower.
But because of (&!g) and (&!h), it also requires contiguous substrings made from
{bring, which, $ower} and {bring, which, $ower, here}, which means the lineariza-
tion must have one of the strings in (&") in it.

(&") a. i. bring which 1ower here

ii. bring 1ower which here

b. i. here bring which 1ower

ii. here bring 1ower which

c. i. which 1ower bring here

ii. 1ower which bring here

)e strings in (&"a) can’t coexist in a linearization that also puts ? contiguous with
{which, $ower}.)at’s because Path Contiguity will also require that ? be ordered
in the same way with here that it is with bring.)e strings in (&"b) and (&"c) can
survive Path Contiguity if nothing in larger phrases separates ? fromwhich $ower.
For instance, the strings in (&%) would satisfy Path Contiguity.

(&%) a. ? which 1ower bring here should she Q

b. Q she should here bring which 1ower ?

I don’t know of such a case, but I don’t know of any harm in letting in this pos-
sibility. If (&%) don’t arise in natural languages, then I propose they are blocked

by the language particular component, not by Contiguity. In general, (&+) is too
large to have a viable outcome. A smaller 3 will have to be chosen.

)ere are four other 3s that satisfy Totality.)ey all give to which and $ower
just one path. One such3 chooses paths forwhich and $ower that go through XP;
another chooses paths forwhich and $ower that go through VP† instead.)e .rst
of these is (&&) and the second (&').

(&&) a. p(which) = {DP, XP, CP}

b. p($ower) = {NP, DP, XP, CP}

c. p(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

d. p(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

e. p(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

f. p(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}

g. p(Q) = {CP†, CP}

h. p(?) = {XP, CP}

(&') a. p(which) = {DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

b. p($ower) = {NP, DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

c. p(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

d. p(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

e. p(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

f. p(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}

g. p(Q) = {CP†, CP}

h. p(?) = {XP, CP}

)e ds for (&&) are in (&(), and they correspond to the string in (&*) in a head-
initial and Speci.er-initial language like English.

(&() a. d(CP) = {Q, she, should, bring, here, ?, which, $ower}

b. d(XP) = {?, which, $ower}

c. d(CP†) = {Q, she, should, bring, here}

d. d(TP) = {she, should, bring, here}

e. d(DP†) = {she}

f. d(TP†) = {should, bring, here}

g. d(VP) = {bring, here}

h. d(VP†) = {bring}

i. d(DP) = {which, $ower}

j. d(NP) = {$ower}

(&*) ? which 1ower Q she should bring here
,
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)e ds for (&') are in (&-), and they correspond to the string in (&,), in a head-
initial, Speci.er-initial language.

(&-) a. d(CP) = {Q, she, should, bring, here, ?, which, $ower}

b. d(XP) = {?}

c. d(CP†) = {Q, she, should, bring, here, which, $ower}

d. d(TP) = {she, should, bring, here, which, $ower}

e. d(DP†) = {she}

f. d(TP†) = {should, bring, here, which, $ower}

g. d(VP) = {bring, here, which, $ower}

h. d(VP†) = {bring, which, $ower}

i. d(DP) = {which, $ower}

j. d(NP) = {$ower}

(&,) ? Q she should bring which 1ower

)ese are the desired outcomes; they correspond to the overt and covert move-
ment possibilities.

)e remaining two 3s that satisfy Totality give to which and $ower divergent
paths.)ey are both blocked by Path Contiguity. To see how, consider ('+), where
$ower is given a path through XP and which is given a path through VP†.

('+) a. p(which) = {DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

b. p($ower) = {NP, DP, XP, CP}

c. p(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

d. p(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

e. p(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}

f. p(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}

g. p(Q) = {CP†, CP}

h. p(?) = {XP, CP}

)e ds for ('+) are ('!).

('!) a. d(CP) = {Q, she, should, bring, here, ?, which, $ower}

b. d(XP) = {?, $ower}

c. d(CP†) = {Q, she, should, bring, here, which}

d. d(TP) = {she, should, bring, here, which}

e. d(DP†) = {she}

f. d(TP†) = {should, bring, here, which}

g. d(VP) = {bring, here, which}

h. d(VP†) = {bring, which}

i. d(DP) = {which, $ower}

j. d(NP) = {$ower}

d(VP†) and d(VP) together require that the linearization produce the string bring
which here (once English-speci.c choices are made). But d(DP) requires that the
linearization also produce the string which $ower.)ere is no way of linearizing
these words that preserves these two requirements. Exactly the same incompati-
bility arises if the path for $ower goes through VP† and the path for which goes
through XP – the other way of choosing divergent paths for these words.)e rea-
son these choices lead to a con1ict is because all choices of paths for which and
$ower will contain DP, and Path Contiguity will consequently require which and
$ower to be contiguous. )is is how this system prevents the words in a moved
phrase from getting linearized in di2erent positions.

Path Contiguity, then, allows for both overt and covert movement and ex-
plains why multidominant structures allow for a selective relaxation of Contigu-
ity. Itmakes Contiguity the driving force behind a linearization.)e formalization
of Contiguity involved enforces a particular kind of “nesting” condition on entire
phrase markers. It allows multidominance in just those cases where that nesting
condition can be satis.ed for every word in the phrase marker without consider-
ing the complete structure of the sentence.

It also derives Terseness. Well, no. It doesn’t derive the presence of resumptive
pronouns. We must not be done.

!+
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Rethymno

Our system from last time.
!e phrase part is:

(") Derivation
D(Si), Si a Numeration, is the series of Stages (Si ,Si+#,Si+$,. . . ,Sm), where:

a. Each Sk!i is derived from Sk"#, by at least one application of !"#$".

b. Sm is a singleton set (i.e, a root node)

(%) !"#$"(!, (")) = #

! (")

,

where:

a. ! and " are root nodes in (i.e., elements of) a Stage.

b. If one of the arguments of !"#$" is a word, then # must be a phrase.

c. If !"#$" has a sole argument, it must not be a phrase.

d. # is the category of ! or ".

e. ! and " must be certain categories.

(&) Principle of Full Interpretation
If ! is a member of a Numeration, Si , then !!" must be part of the deno-
tation of the output of D(Si).

!e string part is:

(') L pc(P) = {S: S = {! < ", ! and " X(s in P}}, such that S satis)es Path Con-
tiguity, Totality, Antisymmetry, and the language particular component.

a. Let p(w)=(XP#, XP$,. . . , XPn), a path, be the phrases that dominate
w, an X(, and includes the root phrase, where very XPi is dominated
by every XP j>i .

b. *(P) is a set of paths formed from the words in P.

c. d(XP) is the set of ws such that XP is in p(w).

d. Path Contiguity
If p ! *, then for every XP ! p and YP, sister of XP:

i. " ! d(YP)" #! ! d(XP) ! < ", or

ii. " ! d(YP)" #! ! d(XP) " < !.

e. Totality
For every w in P, *(P)must contain p(w).

f. Antisymmetry
¬(! < " $ " < !)

Our formula for the relation between the phrase structure of a sentence and its
string is (+).

(+) L pc(D(Si))

In many respects, the parallel merge derivations that!"#$" allows mimic the
Copy theory’s e,ects. Like the Copy theory, it is possible to “move” a term into a
phrase that doesn’t dominate where it originates. Indeed, this is required by the
condition on!"#$" that limits the terms it can bring together to just those things
that are an element of a Stage (i.e., (%a)), the Extension Condition. It permits only
derivations that achieve multidominance through “parallel merge.”!is, in turn,
forces the resulting phrase markers to be able to be factored into a series of Con-
tiguity preserving non-multidominant trees. I think this is a desirable e,ect, but
it does bring consequences that might be unwelcome. It is a more constrained
theory than one that would allow multidominant representations by relaxing the
Extension Condition.!ere are problems for relaxing the Extension Condition to
achieve Multidominance. Sportiche (%-".) notes that such a systemmakes it very
di/cult to state island conditions. Consider for instance (0).

(0) * Near Paris , John met [someone who lives ].!

Adopt a copy theory of movement, or multidominant, story that relaxes the Ex-
tension Condition and it is di/cult to )nd what would be responsible for the un-
grammaticality of (0). For instance, adopt the copy theory and consider a deriva-
tion that builds the PP Near Paris, copies it, and then builds the rest of the sen-
tence.!ere will be the Numeration in (.) in this derivation.
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(.) a. [PP near Paris]

b. [PP # near# Paris#]

c. [TP John met someone who lives]

If !"#$" is not constrained by the Extension condition, it can now put both PPs
in their proper places and Chain Reduction (or its equivalent) will remove the
lower one from the string. We’ll get an instance of island violating movement. In
the present framework, the term that moves will have to be positioned in its low-
est position as soon as it becomes part of the phrase that will be in the higher
position.!at makes it possible to state islands as we did in the )rst class.

(1) An Island is a Numeration in which every element must have one root.

I le2 demonstrating how the string part, in tandem with the phrase part, can
capture the fact that when verbs move, it is possible for them to be spoken in both
of the positions that !"#$" assigns to them. !e phrase part can manufacture
representations like (3).

(3) TP

Foc%

Foc

MT

TP

DP

D%

!O

TP

T%

dā

VP

V%

l̄ı

NP

N%

s!aká

And the string part maps it onto:

("-)

%&&&&&!"""""#

Foc( < !O !O < dā dā < s!aká s!aká < l̄ı

Foc( < dā !O < s!aká dā < l̄ı

Foc( < s!aká !O < l̄ı

Foc( < l̄ı

$"""""%"""""&
We derive, from Nunes’ ideas, that this instance of movement allows double pro-
nunciation.

Not all instances of Verb Movement lead to double-pronunciation, however.
Verbs move to Tense in Icelandic, for instance,4

("") Mary kaupir ekki skó? (Icelandic)

Mary buys not! shoes Head Movement

On our theory, this will get a representation like ("%).

("%) TP

DP

Mary

TP

T(

T

ir

VP

ekki VP

V(

kaup

DP

skó

A winning output — one that satis)es Totality and Antisymmetry — is ("&)

("&) = Mary kaupir ekki kaup skó

'"""""!"""""#

Mary < kaupir kaupir < ekki ekki < kaup kaup < skó
Mary < ekki kaupir < kaup ekki < skó
Mary < kaup kaupir < skó
Mary < skó

$"""""%"""""&
!is isn’t the outcome we want. Here, we want to force the verb to not be pro-
nounced in its lower position.

Why are the Icelandic and Vata outcomes di,erent? I speculate that it has to
dowithmorpho-phonological requirements. Perhaps Icelandic has no vocabulary
item that corresponds to a verbal root, the thing I’ve glossed as kaup. Indeed, the
citation forms of Icelandic verbs are not roots but, as in English, in5ected forms.
If there is no vocabulary item that can be matched to the V position in ("%), then
this will explain why nothing is pronounced in this position.

!is account predicts that the only cases where there is double pronunciation
of amoved term are ones in which themoved term becomes part of a word. It is by
being hidden in a word that a term passes Antisymmetry unscathed. It looks like
the only scenarios where this happens arise when amorpheme or word ismoving.

& See, among many others: Vikner ('(()).

%
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Phrases do not seem to be able to become parts of words. !is predicts that the
only time a moved term can be spoken twice is when it is a morpheme or a word.
And yet there are certain apparent counterexamples to that claim, and so today I
want to come clean and look at them.

!ere are a variety of languages that )t the Vata pattern: the verb is pro-
nounced twice and the fronted verb has a di,erent morphological form than the
lower verb. Modern Hebrew has this pattern too:

("') liknot,
to-buy,

hi
she

kanta
bought

et
ACC

ha-praxim.
the-5owers

‘As for buying, she bought the 5owers.’
(Landau %--', (1b): &.)

As in Vata, this movement can be long-distant:

("+) la’azor
to-help

le-Rina,
Rina,

eyn
there-isn’t

li
to-me

safek
doubt

!e-Gil
that-Gil

hivtiax
promised

!e-hu
that-he

ya’azor.
will-help
‘As for helping Rina, I have no doubt that Gil promised he would help.’

(Landau %--0, (%"a): '%)

but not out of islands:

("0) * likro
to-read

et
acc

ha-sefer,
the-book

Gil
Gil

daxa
rejected

et
acc

ha-te’ana
the-claim

!e-hu
that-he

kvar
already

kara.
read

‘As for reading the book, Gil rejected the claim that he had already read.’
(Landau %--0, (%'a): '&)

We could tell the same story here as the one we’ve just seen for Vata."e parse
would be something like (".).

(".) TopP

Top%

Top%

inf

TP†

DP†

D†%

she

TP

VP

V

like

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

*owers

T%

T

past

Modern Hebrew is like Icelandic: Hebrew verbs move to T( to get in5ected. In-
deed, Modern Hebrew is exactly like Icelandic. When its verb moves to T(, there
is only one pronunciation and it is in the position T( occupies. I’ll give the same
treatment of this. V doesn’t dominate a word in Hebrew, but Top( and T( do.
Top( is pronounced as the in)nitival form of the verb and T( is pronounced as
the in5ected verb (past, say)."e largest *(".) is ("1).

("1) a. p(Top() = {TopP}
b. p(D†() = {DP†, TP†, TopP}
c. p(T() = {TP, TP†, TopP}
d. p(D() = {DP, VP, TP, TP†, TopP}
e. p(N() = {NP, DP, VP, TP, TP†, TopP}

Note that there is no p(V), because V isn’t a word. Paths are de)ned only for X(,
things that get parsed as a word. From ("1) we can calculate the d mappings:

("3) a. d(TP†) = (D†(, T(, D(, N()

b. d(TP) = (T(, D(, N()

c. d(VP) = (D(, N()

d. d(DP) = (D(, N()

e. d(NP) = (N()

&
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Notice, again, that V is not included. When the language particular component
of Hebrew is considered, this set of paths has only one linearization that satis)es
Path Contiguity (I’ll give it in a more compact string form):

(%-) Top( D†( T( D( N(

' liknot hi kanta et-ha-praxim

I have credited Top with giving the moved verb its in)nitival form. Landau pro-
poses a di,erent idea but one that nonetheless involves putting the verb inside a
larger word. He notes that a topicalized term gets a high tone, which we can think
of as being the morpheme associated with Top. It’s providing this high tone with
a host that the verb’s movement does.

Modern Hebrew also allows the verb to be spelled out in two places when not
the verb, but the whole VP topicalizes:

(%") liknot
to-buy

et
+##

ha-praxim,
the-5owers,

hi
she

kanta
bought

‘As for buying the 5owers, she bought.’
(Landau %--0, (1a): &.)

"is is the kind of example that counter-exempli)es the generalization that only
moved words can get spoken twice.

Landau argues that what we’re seeing in these examples involves the verbmov-
ing out of the topicalized VP. We can apply the Nunes-like procedure here too,
since in these cases as well, the verb in the fronted VP and the verb in the lower
position bear di,erent morphology. Our parse looks like (%%).

(%%) TopP†

TP†

DP†

D†(

she

TP

VP

V

like

DP

D(

the

NP

N(

5owers

T(

T

pst

TopP

Top(

Top

inf

(I’ve used English words: but this is Hebrew.) "e verb is part of T(, which in-
cludes )nite morphology. "is T( maps onto a word – the )nite version of the
verb – and this is what gets put into a linearization."e verb is also part of a VP
in a fronted position. Note that I’ve arranged things in a way that conforms to the
parallel merge derivations that I’ve trapped us into. "is is a perhaps unconven-
tional representation, but not one that I think is at odd with the facts.

I’ve assumed that the verb moves into Top( as in the case where just the verb
has moved."is isn’t what Landau does, but I think it gives an account for the fact
that the in)nitival verb must be le2most in the phrase that has fronted.

(%&) * kvar
already

li!of
to-wash

et
$##

ha-kelim
the-dishes

hu
he

!ataf.
washed.

‘As for washing the dishes, he already washed.’
(Landau %--0, ("&b): &3)

Landau’s account for this is that the high tone can only fall on a verb and it can
only fall on the )rst tone bearingword in the phrase that has topicalized. But other
phrases can topicalize in Hebrew and when they do presumably the high tone’s
requirement to be pronounced is satis)ed without falling on a verb. For instance,
(%') is grammatical.

(%') et
$##

ha-kelim
the-dishes

hu
he

kvar
already

!ataf.
washed.

‘As for the dishes, he already washed.’
(completely fabricated example)

'
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Some kinds of constituents cannot topicalize in Hebrew. Finite CPs can’t, for in-
stance.

(%+) * !e-hu
that-he

he’eliv
insulted

et
acc

Rina,
Rina

Gil
Gil

hicta’er.
regretted

‘As for that he had insulted Rina, Gil regretted.’

compare:

(%0) le’hicta’er
to-regret

!e-hu
that-he

he’eliv
insulted

et
acc

Rina,
Rina

Gil
Gil

hicta’er.
regretted

‘As for regretting that he had insulted Rina, Gil regretted.’
(Landau %--0, ('%b): +')

So we need some way of controlling what things can satisfy Top’s needs. One way
of getting this is to restrict the class of heads that can move in Hebrew, and re-
quire that the item that bears Top’s high tone move into Top. Maybe V and N can
move in Hebrew (there is independent evidence for that), but complementizers of
)nite clauses cannot. If we were to pursue Landau’s approach, we would postulate
a parallel set of constraints that don’t use head movement, and just stipulate that
the head at the le2 edge of the constituent must bear Top’s high tone.

Because the VP has two mothers in (%%), there are two paths available for the
words it contains: D( and N(. If we choose the paths that Hebrew likes for this
structure – one that puts the VP together with Top( – then the *(%%) which sat-
is)es Totality is (%.).

(%.) a. p(N() = {NP, DP, VP, TopP, TopP†}
b. p(D() = {DP, VP, TopP, TopP†}
c. p(T() = {TP, TP†, TopP†}
d. p(D†() = {TP†, TopP†}
e. p(Top() = {TopP, TopP†}

"is gives us the following values for d.

(%1) a. d(NP) = (N()
b. d(DP) = (D(, N()
c. d(VP) = (D(, N()
d. d(TP) = (T()
e. d(TP†) = (D†(, T()
f. d(TopP) = (Top(, D(, N()
g. d(TopP†) = (D†(, T(, D(, N(, Top()

"e only precedence relations that honors the head-initial/speci)er-initial nature
of Hebrew, and also satis)es Path Contiguity is the correct:

(%3) Top( D( N( D†( T(

' liknot et-ha-praxim hi kanta

To explain the obligatory pronunciation of the verb in both Top and T posi-
tion, Landau invokes:

(&-) X is associated with phonetic content i,:

a. X has phonetic content, or

b. X is in a position speci)ed with some phonological requirement.

(&") P-Recoverability
In a chain <X#...Xi ...Xn>, where some Xi is associated with phonetic con-
tent, Xi must be pronounced.

(Landau %--0, ('1-3):+0)

He is working with the copy+delete model of movement, and so he conceives of
P-Recoverability as a condition limiting deletion. I’ve built essentially the same
idea into our linearization process, a2er the idea that the word bearing the tone
that Top has must head move into Top is added. To prevent the lowest verb in
these representations from being pronounced, Landau suggests:

(&%) Economy of Pronunciation
Delete all chain copies at PF up to P-recoverability.

(Landau %--0, (+"): +.)

In my system, the work of this condition is done by treating the unpronounced
heads as something other than words. As a consequence, they won’t get into the
linearization. I don’t see anything inconsistent with my (or other) multidominant
systems in (&%). Itmight be that we could use it too. I’m not sure how to distinguish
(&%) from the system I’ve invoked here.

One di,erence between Landau’s system and the one I’ve built from Nunes is
that Landau’s system would allow double pronunciation of a moved verb under
a variety of di,erent circumstances. Anytime the phonology requires it, it should
be obligatory. Inmy system, it’s only whenmoved verbs are in di,erent words that
a double pronunciation becomes possible. To my knowledge, this makes the ac-
curate prediction that when a moved verb is pronounced twice, it is not the exact
same word. As in the Vata and Hebrew examples we’ve seen, the verbs are visibly
parts of di,erent words – that is, they have di,erent forms. On the view I’ve taken,
the only time a moved verb is pronounced twice and has the same morphological
form in both of its pronunciations will be when the two words these verbs are are
homophonous.

+
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I think a thesis that is interesting is that every instance of VP movement with
a copy of the head V pronounced in the lower position has the syntax of Hebrew.
"at is, it’s really a special case of simple verb movement. If that can be main-
tained, then the only cases where a moved term is truly spelled out in both of the
places it occupies are ones in which a head has moved. Nunes’s type of account
for this exception to Terseness explains that contraint. But I don’t see clearly how
a system built upon Economy of Pronunciation would.

"ere are some cases of VP movement in which the verb seems to be spo-
ken only in the lower position."e conditions that license these cases aren’t well
understood. English might have one of these constructions.

(&&) Into the room quietly crept the mouse.

Rochemont and Culicover ("33-) argues that this involves movement of a VP
from which the verb has moved. One possible parse is (&'). (I’ve ignored the ex-
istence of vP.)

(&') TopP

AspP

VP

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

mouse

VP

AdvP

Adv%

quietly

Asp%

Asp

VP

V

crept

PP

P%

into

DP

D%

the

NP

N%

room

TopP

Top

Another language like Modern Hebrew is Yiddish. But Yiddish does some-
thing that doesn’t )t Nunes’s system, so we should study it for a moment. I’ll re-
port what Seth Cable reports in a widely circulated but unpublished paper about
Yiddish VP topicalization.

Yiddish can do just what Modern Hebrew does:

(&+) a. Essen
to-eat

est
eats

Maks
Max

)sh
)sh

‘As for eating, Max eats )sh.’

b. Essen
to-eat

)sh
)sh

est
eats

Maks.
Max

‘As for eating )sh, Max eats them.’
(Cable %--', ("): %)

Notice that Yiddish is verb initial and Verb Second. So just like Modern Hebrew,
the verb has moved out of the VP that is fronted, and the verb in the fronted VP
is an in)nitive – a di,erent form than in the lower position.

But Yiddish can also front verbs, or their projections, and pronounce the verbs
in the fronted position and the lower one with the same morphology:

(&0) a. Gegessen
eaten

hot
has

Maks
Max

gegessen
eaten

)sh.
)sh

‘As for having eaten, Max has eaten )sh.’

b. Gegessen
eaten

)sh
)sh

hot
has

Maks
Max

gegessen.
eaten

‘As for having eaten )sh, Max has eaten them.’
(Cable %--', (%): %)

"is is exactly what Nunes’s system leads us to expect won’t happen, modulo ho-
mophony. And note too that we’d have to move the participle out of the VP in the
lower position before doing topicalization, if we are to preserve exactly the same
syntax that Landau suggests for Hebrew.

Yiddish cle2ed VPs are island sensitive, so we do want to invoke movement
here.

(&.) a. Veysn
to-know

hostu
have-you

mir
me

gezogt
told

az
that

er
he

veyst
knows

a
a
sakh.
lot

‘As for knowing, you told me that he knows a lot.’

b. * Veysn
to-know

hob
have

ikh
I

gezen
seen

dem
the

yidn
man

vos
who

veyst
knows

a
a
sakh.
lot

‘As for knowing, I saw the man who knows a lot.’
(Davis and Prince "310)

Interestingly, Cable points out that there is a di,erence in the meanings of the
cases where the lower participle is spoken and where it isn’t. In the case where it is

0
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spoken, it must be focused and is appropriate only in a context where it represents
new information."is is what the minimal contrast in (&1) is about.

(&1) a. Gevust
known

hob
have

ikh
I

es.
it

‘As for having known, I have known it.’

b. Gevust
known

hob
have

ikh
I

es
it

GEVUST
known

‘As for having known, I have KNOWN it.’
(Cable %--', (3): 0)

But, as we’ve seen in other contexts, this is still a strategy that is reserved to verbs
(and their predicates). A nominal cannot be topicalized and its lower copy focus
marked:

(&3) (Maksn
Max

hob
have

ikh
I

gezen
seen

MAKSN.
MAX

‘As for Max, I have seen MAX.’
(Cable %--', ("-): 0)

If we could )gure out why nominals can’t be repeated, we could use the focus fact
to explain why verbs can. Perhaps the lower position has a focus mark on it that
the higher position doesn’t, and this might serve the same role that morphology
does in Vata and Modern Hebrew. (For a similarly prosodic story about why a
verb is forced to be pronounced in two places, see Kandybowicz %-"+.)

In addition to predicate cle2s like these – where the topicalized verbal pro-
jection contains a root that is repeated in the lower position – there is garden
variety remnant movement in Yiddish. In remnant movement, there is no lower
copy of the root, and the fronted phrase is missing a constituent that is otherwise
obligatory in a VP. So, for instance, a locative is obligatory in Yiddish VPs headed
by “put.”

('-) ( Er
He

leygt
put

dos
the

bukh
book

‘He put the book.’

('") Er
he

leygt
put

dos
the

buch
book

afn
on-the

tish
table

‘He put the book on the table.’

A fronted VP can fail to have the locative, if that locative is le2 below.

('%) Gelygt
put

dos
the

bukh
book

hot
has

er
he

afn
on-the

tisch.
table

‘He put the book on the table.’

But predicate cle2s, where the verb is repeated, don’t allow this.

('&) ( Leygn
to-put

dos
the

bukh
book

leygt
put

er
he

afn
on-the

tish.
table

‘He put the book on the table.’

compare:

('') Leygn
to-put

dos
the

bukh
book

a2n
on-the

tish
table

leygt
put

er
he

‘He put the book on the table.’
(Cable %--', ("%): .)

In these constructions, the VP that has topicalized has to be complete and well-
formed."is, incidentally, is true of VP topicalization in Modern Hebrew as well.

Interestingly, the VP that has topicalized doesn’t have to be identical to the VP
that is pronounced lower. And that suggests that we are not looking at phrases in
two positions in these examples.

('+) a. Essen
to-eat

)sh
)sh

est
eats

Maks
Max

hekht
pike

‘As for eating )sh, Max eats pike.’

b. Essen
to-eat

frukht
fruit

est
eats

Maks
Max

bananes.
bananas

‘As for eating fruit, Max eats bananas.’
(Cable %--', ("+): 3)

"e same thing happens in Brazilian Portuguese.

('0) a. Comer
to-eat

peixe,
)sh,

eu
I

normalmento
usually

como
eat

samão.
salmon

‘As for eating )sh, I usually eat salmon.’

b. Comer
to-eat

peixe,
)sh,

a Mary
Mary

acha
thinks

que
that

eu
I

como
eat

samão.
salmon

‘As for eating )sh, Mary thinks I eat salmon.’
(Cable %--', (%"a,b): "")

And for Brazilian Portuguese (which otherwise resembles Yiddish with respect
to the cle2 construction), Cable demonstrates that island e,ects hold even when

.
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the material in the higher and lower VPs is not the same. (His Yiddish informant
didn’t allow long-distance cle2s at all, so he couldn’t test for islands."e literature
reports that when Yiddish speakers do, islands are obeyed.)

('.) a. ( Ler
to-read

livros,
books

eu
I

conheci
know

um
a

cara
guy

que
who

le
reads

romances.
novels

‘As for reading books I know a guy who reads novels.’

b. ( Ler
to-read

livros,
books,

Maria
Maria

ve
wathces

TV
TV

antes
before

de
of

ler
reading

romances
novels

‘As for reading books, Mary watches TV before reading novels.’
(Cable %--', (%"d,e): "")

Cable’s analysis is:

• Two VPs are independently produced in clause initial and clause )nal posi-
tion and they are related by something that gives the genus/species reading.
Let’s call that thing “X.”

XP

VP

eating ,sh

XP

X TP

DP

Mary

TP

T VP

eats salmon

• "e twoVPs cannot be separated by a CP.Whatever “X” does, it cannot )nd
a VP in an embedded CP to relate to the VP in its Speci)er.

• "e higher VP can move into a higher position, triggering island e,ects.

• Spell out of the movement relation obeys Terseness.

I wonder if the example in (&1b) ismovement ormakes use of thismechanism.

(&1b) Gevust
known

hob
have

ikh
I

es
it

GEVUST
known

‘As for having known, I have KNOWN it.’

If it makes use of the Cable mechanism, then X must allow a non-focus/focus-
marked contrast to be part of the genus/species relation.

None of this, so far as I can see, helps us with Yoruba, which has VP topical-
ization in which the two VPs are forced to be identical. (Data from Kobele %--0.)

('1) a. Rira
buying

ti
TI

Jimo
˙Jimo

o

ḢTS
ra
buy

adie
˙chicken

‘the fact/way Jimo bought a chicken’

b. Rira
buying

adie
˙chicken

ti
TI

Jimo
˙Jimo

o

ḢTS
ra
buy

adie
˙chicken

‘the fact/way Jimo bought a chicken.’
(Kobele %--0, ('.%-) & ('.%%), p. %&&)

('3) a. * Rira
buying

nkan
something

ti
TI

Jimo
˙Jimo

o

ḢTS
ra
buy

adie
˙
.

chicken

b. * Rira
buying

adie
˙chicken

ti
TI

Jimo
˙Jimo

o

ḢTS
ra
buy

nkan.
something

(Kobele %--0, ('.%&) & ('.%'), p. %&&)

I’m not sure what to do about this. We need to )nd out more about the conditions
under which it happens. If this is VP movement, and the moved VP is being pro-
nounced in two positions, then this is a genuine counter-example to the system I
am adopting here. On my system, the only moved terms that can be pronounced
twice are things that are parts of words. Phrases cannot be parts of words, and so
should always be exposed to Antisymmetry violations if they move.

I tentatively conclude:

(+-) a. If a verb topicalizes, it can be pronounced in the lower position only
if the lower and higher pronunciations are di,erent morphologically.

b. If a VP topicalizes, it cannot be spelled out in the lower and higher
positions. (apparent exception: Yoruba).

c. If a VP topicalizes, the verb can be spelled out in the higher and lower
position only if the verb has moved independently out of the VP.

If these conclusions are correct, they are captured by themethod of achievingmul-
tidominance proposed here, in concert with the linearization scheme I described
yesterday.

1
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Questions: semantics
Kyle Johnson Crete Summer School of Linguistics
University of Crete 20 July 2018
Rethymno

In our examination of verbmovement, we haven’t had to tackle the semantics very
seriously. It’s conceivable that all of the examples we’ve looked at are ones in which
the moved verb, or VP, is interpreted semantically in only one of the positions it
occupies or, perhaps, in both of those positions. But this can’t be what’s happening
in wh-movement, as we saw on the !rst day. Examples like (") teach us that the
moved wh-phrase must be able to be interpreted in both positions, but not in the
same way!

(") Which papers of hers thatMark brought will nowoman talk to him about?

#e pronoun can be interpreted only in its lower position – bringing it within the
scope of no woman – while at the same time Mark can be interpreted only in its
higher position where it isn’t in the scope of him. We start to look at what’s nec-
essary to get this example today, but it will take all of the rest of the classes before
we will have enough ingredients to !nish this project.

We start by looking at the semantics of constituent questions. I’m going to
sketch an approach to this problem that is in Engdahl ("$%&), who also used a
multidominant model of movement. She did not have (") in her sights, but the
simpler (').

(') Which papers of hers will no woman talk about?

Fox ('&&') translated Engdahl’s ideas into the copy theory of movement and
broadened it to account for cases like ("), and others. I’ll get us there, however,
by starting with Engdahl.

Engdahl favored a Remergemodel ofmultidominance. One, that in our terms,
would be achievable by loosening the Extension Condition. Simple wh-questions
have, on her view, the shape in (().

(() (I know) which child she kissed.

CP

CP

C

Q)

TP

DP

she

TP

T)

pst

VP

V)

kiss

DP

which child

I’ve designed our system for parallel merge derivations, and banned representa-
tions like ((). But let’s enter Engdahl’s world for a while and look at her ideas for
trees of this shape.

A standard, simple, view of the meaning of questions is that they denote a
set of propositions, each proposition o*ering a kind of answer in those cases
where the question is answer-seeking. #is is the view introduced by Hamblin
("$+() and modi!ed by Karttunen ("$++). One way of representing a set is with
the !-operator, which can be used to represent a function that characterizes the
set.

(,) !xP(x) = that function which, when applied to a, gives P(a).

Natural language functions are restricted; they are de!ned in such a way that they
only apply to certain kinds of terms. One way in which they are restricted is by se-
mantic type. Natural language functions apply only to arguments of the semantic
type that they select.

Using the characteristic function language, we can give (() a denotation
like (-).

(-) !p !x x is a child & p = she kissed x
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#e “p” represents a proposition: this function is restricted to applying to propo-
sitions. (-) characterizes the set of propositions, then, for which there is a child
and that proposition is that she kissed that child. Our challenge, then, is to get
this kind of meaning out of (().

#e central problem a remerge de!nition of movement poses is that it baldly
predicts that the single meaning that is associated with the moved item should be
found in both of its positions. It is that feature of multidominant representations
that does the relevant work of deriving Terseness. But that isn’t what we want for
themeaning of the questions formedbywh-movement. Instead,wemust associate
the moved wh-phrase with both a binder meaning and a variable meaning. #is
is the paradox of movement. If Nunes’ approach to Terseness is correct, then we
want a theory of movement that requires the term that has moved to be treated by
the linearization algorithm as though it is one thing in two positions. Multidom-
inant representations give a trivial expression to this idea. But the semantics of
movement seems to require something quite di*erent. It requires a moved term
to create in the two positions involved in the movement di*erent semantic ob-
jects. One a binder, the other a variable. #is is quite straightforwardly not what
a multidominant representation of movement predicts. Indeed, and this will be
our !rst problem, it seems to prevent the moved term from having two di*erent
denotations in the positions it occupies.

Engdahl ("$%&, "$%.) proposes that the moved wh-phrase simply has two
meanings, and they are introduced selectively at their di*erent positions.#ere is
nothing about movement itself that creates these twomeanings. Rather, the terms
that are movable with the binder/variable semantics are just those terms that can
be assigned twomeanings.#emeaning introduced in the lower positionmust be
a variable and the meaning it has in the higher position is something that binds
that variable. We should do this in such a way that we can model “reconstruc-
tion,” the process that allows variables in a moved phrase to act as if they are in
their unmoved position, as for example in (') or (.).

(.) Which picture of himself should no one put on his website?

Note that it is the position from which movement has occurred that matters.

(+) a. Which picture of himself/ does this indicate that no one/ should
bring?

b. * Which picture of himself/ does the thing no one/ heard about indi-
cate I should bring?

c. "Which picture of himself/ indicates that no one/ should bring it?

So the fact that himself is bound by no one in (.) should occur because the posi-
tion which picture of himself is “moved” from is c-commanded by no one. It is the
ability of this wh-phrase to be interpreted in its lower position that allows himself
to be bound by no one.

#ese two considerations together might lead us to a picture like that shown
in (%). (I take the possibly perverse view in (%), that put selects a small clause.)

(%) CP

CP

C)

Q

TP

DP0

no one

TP

T)

pst

VP

V)

put

XP

DP

which picture of himself0

XP

X) PP

on his website

If we adopt a Karttunen style analysis of questions, then for (%) what we want is
to get an interpretation along the lines of ($).

($) !p !x picture(x) # p = no one0 should put picture-of-himself0(x) on his
website.

How can we do that, though? Notice that himself is not interpreted in the higher
position because that would not put it in the scope of its binder. How can we con-
vert the representation in (%) into something that approximates ($)?

But actually, ($) isn’t quite right either. ($) characterizes the question as seek-
ing the identity of a single picture with the expansive property of being of a bunch
of guys, none of whom should put it on their website.#at’s not what we want.We
want something that allows the pictures to vary with the variable it contains.#e
anaphoric connection between a moved phrase and its trace must be capable of
carrying this duty; this is a fact about questions that don’t have overt bound vari-

'
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ables in them. Even ("&) needs a semantics in which the pictures vary with the
quanti!er.

("&) Which picture should no one forget?

We need to build into our semantics for a question a way for the quanti!cation
that theWh-phrase invokes to be able to depend on quanti!ers it has crossed over.
Whatever way of doing that we can manage should be related to the question we
have about how himself gets bound. #e pictures in (+), a1er all, vary with the
values given to the anaphor.

Elisabet Engdahl gave us a way of doing that.

Skolem Functions

Engdahl ("$%&) makes a case for treating questions as being able to involve quan-
ti!cation over functions, and then she uses this to solve the problem of recon-
struction.#e need for this can be seen by considering, for instance, the contrast
in ("").

("") a. Vilka
which

av
of

sina
his-own

dikter
poems

ville
wants

varje
every

medlem
member

i
of

Lyrikklubben
poetry club

att
that

en
an

föfattare
author

skulle
should

komma
come

och
and

läsa.
read

(Which of his poems did every member of the poetry club want an
author to come and read?)

b. Varje
every

medlem
member

i
of

Lyrikklubben
poetry club

ville
wants

att
that

en
an

författare
author

skulle
should

komma
come

och
and

läsa
read

en
one

av
of

sina
his-own

dikter.
poems.

(Every member of the poetry club wants an author to come and read
one of his poems.)

(Engdahl "$%&, ('$):"'+, (('):"'$)

(!": Engdahl "$%& is about Swedish.) Both sentences lead to an interpretation in
which each poetry club member wants a di*erent author to come and read any
one of that author’s poems. But in (""a), there is also a presupposition that there is
one way of characterizing those sets of poems.#at “way” could be characterized
in an answer, like that in (""a), for instance.

("') his !rst

Engdahl’s idea, then, is that questions can be asking for ways of characterizing
sets of individuals. In some cases it seems particularly clear that a question is not
seeking the identity of an individual, or a set of individuals, but is instead seeking
a formula that identi!es such individuals. One of these is ("().

("() Which number does every number immediately precede?
(Engdahl "$%., (+'):"%")

I don’t believe there is a way of naming an individual that provides a (true) answer
to this question. By contrast, there are ways of naming a formula that constitutes
a true answer. One of these is: “its successor.”

Engdahl gives a couple of ways of characterizing this feature of questions, and
they solve our problem (and bear generally upon how to do reconstruction). Let’s
begin by considering the proposal in Engdahl ("$%.). She builds her idea on the
interesting speculation that interrogative phrases invoke as one of their meanings
something parallel to what is found in donkey pronouns, such as the it in (",).

(",) Every man who owns a donkey kisses it.

#e puzzle about donkey pronouns is that they vary, like variables do, but in a
way that is indirectly related to the quanti!ers involved. In (",), for instance, one
might attempt to paraphrase the meaning it has with something like ("-).

("-) Every man who owns a donkey kisses the one he owns.

Cooper ("$+$) proposes to capture this meaning by allowing the denotations of
pronouns to involve an open relation variable, which picks out individuals based
on some relation they bear to other individuals. In this example, that relation is
given overtly by the relative clause in ("-). Engdahl builds her idea about ques-
tions on this model of “e-type” (or “d-type”) pronouns as donkey pronouns are
sometimes called.

So, let the pronoun in (",) have the denotation in (".).

(".) !it" = f<e ,e>(xe)

f is a function that returns a value of type e based on the value given to x. We can
approximate the appropriate meaning for ("-) with ("+).

("+) $u[man_who_owns_donkey(u)! u kisses f (u)
f = the donkey owned by

What is needed to complete this account of donkey-anaphora is a story about how
f manages to get its value. In this example, the relative clause, somehow, makes
that relation salient and f picks it up.

(
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Engdahl suggests that the readings for the questions we see in ("() and ("')
are ones in which the wh-phrase invokes in its lower position a hidden relational
variable of the same type that is seen in the donkey cases. Instead of letting a ques-
tion invoke an existential quanti!cation over individuals, she suggests that we let
them introduce an existential quanti!cation over these relations. Questions that
do this are known as “functional” questions.

#e denotation Engdahl ("$%.) assigns the wh-phrase in its higher position
introduces the restrictor (NP) part in a way that allows the reconstruction e*ects
to be manufactured. She gives us denotations like ("%).

("%) Which number does every number immediately precede?

!p ! f [$x number( f (x)) #
p = $y number(y)! y immediately precedes ( f (y))]

#e “$x number( f (x))” part tells us that the individual which f picks out must
be a number. We want this part to come from the NP portion of the DP which
number in its higher position. And the object position of precede is occupied by
f (y), so we want that to be what the the which-phrase denotes in its lower po-
sition. A sketch of how ("%) might be derived from the syntactic representation
is ("$).

("$) !p ! f "x number( f (x)) # p = "y [number(y)! y precedes f (y)]
CP

!W !p! f "x number( f (x)) #W( f )(p)
DP

!Q !W !p! f "x Q( f (x)) #W( f )(p)
D)

which

!y number(y)
NP

number

!/ !p [p = "y [number(y)! y precedes /(y)]]
CP

!q !p[p = q]
C)

does

"y [number(y)! y precedes /(y)]
TP

every number0 immediately precedes "(')

I’ve interpreted the index on the trace in a very Heim and Kratzer ("$$%) way: it
gets interpreted as a ! in the higher position, and as a variable in the lower posi-
tion.#e key thing here is that the relation “/” takes as its argument is a variable
of type e, and this variable can be bound by quanti!ers that scope over it. For ev-
ery value given to the quanti!er, a possibly di*erent individual will be chosen by
“/.”#is is the e*ect we are trying to achieve: numbers that the variable in object
position ranges over varies as a function of the values given to the subject.

Engdahl ("$%.) makes the natural decision to semantically compose which
with the NP it combines with syntactically. If which is introducing an existential

quanti!cation over functions, f , then it isn’t a stretch to imagine that the NP is re-
stricting what these fs range over.#at is what she does, but because the f comes
with a free variable, we need to close that variable in order to restrict what f picks
out. Engdahl’s rule of closure does that with a universal quanti!er.

Closure equips us with what we need to solve the problem that cases like ('&)
brought out.

('&) . . .which picture of himself no one put on his website.

In ('&), the NP that combines with which contains a re2exive, that, we can as-
sume, is necessarily interpreted as a variable.#us it could get caught by closure.
Engdahl suggests, then, that the himself in this sentence only appears to be bound
directly by no one. Instead, it is interpreted as one of the individuals that f involves
by virtue of being bound by the universal quanti!er that closes the NP part of the
wh-phrase. She would give to ('&) an interpretation like that in ('").

('") !p ! f [$x [picture_of_x( f (x))] # p = ¬!y y put f (y) on his website]

#e restrictor now requires that the f the question seeks be one that applies to
some individual, x, and returns an individual that is a picture of x. When f ap-
plies to a variable bound by no y, it will therefore select out a possibly di*erent
picture of y for every y. So here we receive both a way of solving the problem of
getting the value delivered by the phrase’s meaning in the lower position to vary
as a function of the quanti!er binding a variable it contains, and a solution to re-
construction e*ects as well. We needn’t interpret the bound variable pronoun (or
re2exive) directly in the lower position. We can interpret it in the position it is

,
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spoken in and let it in2uence the interpretation of the meaning the phrase has in
the lower position.

#at’s the basic idea. In the examples we’ve looked at so far, f is a one-place
relation. It takes one variable over individuals and delivers another individual that
is in the speci!ed relation. Engdahl notes that the relation f can involvemore than
just one argument, however. She points to examples like ('') for the need to let f
be a two place relation.

('') a. Which of his letters to her does every woman return to her lover?

b. #e ones where he asks her for money.

(Engdahl "$%., (++): "%.)

Engdahl suggests the interpretation in ('().

('()
!p ! f 3 $x $y [x’s letters to y ( f (x , y))

# p = $z[woman(z)! return f (m, z) to "m[z’s lover](m)]

I’ve adopted here the convention of showing the valency of f with a superscript;
f 3 means that f takes two arguments. Engdahl lets f involve less than two argu-
ments as well. She suggests that there is a f that is a constant function, picking
out the same individual under all assignment functions.#is is the meaning, we
might imagine, behind a vanilla, individual-based question, like (',).

(',) a. Which boy won?

b. John.

(Engdahl "$%., (.'): "++)

Let “ f o” represent this constant function, and (',) can be given the interpretation
in ('-).

('-) !p ! f o[boy( f o) # p = win( f o)]
(Engdahl "$%., (.'!): "++)

It’s also possible to get a constant out of an f that is interpreted in a dependent
way. For instance, it is possible to model the exchange in ('.) with ('+).

('.) a. Which woman does every Frenchman admire?

b. Brigitte Bardot.

('+) !p ! f 4 [$x woman( f (x)) # p = $y Frenchman(y)! y admires f (y)]

#is, presumably, would be the representation required for ('.a) in order to fur-
nish a suitable question for ('%).

('%) His mother and Brigitte Bardot.

On Engdahl ("$%.)’s account, we restrict the domain for f with material that
is spoken – the NP that combines with which. But another possibility is that the
NP that which combines with is doing its work of restricting the quanti!cation
not by making its semantic contribution where it is spoken – that is in the higher
position – but by making its semantic contribution in its lower position. #is is
the view that Engdahl ("$%&) had.

We might prefer that since, as many people have noted, this will give us a bet-
ter handle on controlling the morphological form of the overt variables that the
moved phrase contains. Consider English’s two main ways of expressing a vari-
able (over individuals): personal pronouns and re2exive pronouns. A di*erence
between pronouns and re2exives is that a personal pronoun can be bound by any-
thing which manages to scope over it, whereas a re2exive pronoun can be bound
only by things that scope over it in their “surface position.”#at’s what’s respon-
sible for the contrast in ('$).

('$) a. * No woman/’s father will bring a picture of herself/.

b. No woman/’s father will bring a picture of her/.

Assume that ('$a) is grammatical because, silently, no womanmoves to a position
where it c-commands herself as shown in ((&).

((&) TP

QP/

no woman

TP

TP

T)

will

VP

V)

bring

DP

a picture of her/

DP

DP’s

x4

DP

father

We will look at the movement rule that does this next week. It is called Quanti!er
Raising (QR).

#e generalization, then, is ((").

((") A personal pronoun can be bound by something from its QR’d position,
but a re2exive pronoun cannot be.

#e traces of wh-movement are like personal pronouns in this respect:

-
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((') Which picture should no woman’s father bring?
answer: “the one on her facebook page”

CP

DP0

which picture

CP

C)

should

TP

DP/

no woman

TP

TP

T) VP

V)

bring

DP

f 0(x4)

DP

DP’s

x4

DP

father

So:

((() A personal pronoun and f (x) can be bound by something in its QR’d po-
sition, but a re2exive cannot be.

Now consider ((,).

((,) a. Which picture of her/ should no woman’s father bring?

b. Which picture of herself/ should no woman’s father bring?

On Engdahl’s ("$%.) account, there should be no di*erence in these examples.#e
re2exive or personal pronouns is not bound by no woman, on her account, but in-
stead by the universal quanti!er that closes the free variable in the restrictor. (See
((-).)

((-) !p ! f $x picture_of_x( f (x)) # p = no woman/’s father bring f (x4)

But I believe there is a contrast in ((,): ((,b) is worse than ((,a).#is will follow
if the variable expressed by her or herself is bound directly by no woman, rather
than by an intermediary binder.

So, let’s revert to a model in which the NP part of the moved wh-phrase is
interpreted in its lower position. If we don’t use Engdahl’s closure operation, then
when the DP contains a variable, like her or herself, wemustmoreover prevent the

DP from being semantically interpreted in its higher position in these examples.
So, here’s a way of doing that which is loosely modeled on Heim ('&"().

((.) Assume, with Engdahl, that a wh-phrase has two denotations, one that it
uses in its lower position and a second that it uses in its higher position.
#ese denotations are:

a. higher position = !which NP" = !Q !p! f Q( f )(p)

b. lower position = !which NP" = f (x), de!ned when !NP"( f (x))="

On this view, the quanti!cation over functions is restricted by virtue of a presup-
position introduced by the denotation the phrase has in its lower position. #is
presupposition has been expressed by making the denotation associated with the
lower phrase partial. It has a value only when that value makes !NP" true.#us,
this entire sentence has a value only when the values f (x) takes make !NP" true,
and this garners a result that is very close (though not identical) to restricting the
quanti!cation over those functions. If we now revert back to our syntax of mul-
tidominance, and away from Engdahl’s, we can illustrate how these denotations
work with ((+)

((+) Which picture of herself did no woman bring?

!p! f p = no woman/ bring f (/)
CP

CP

!0 !p p = no woman/ bring 0(/)
CP

!q!p.p = q
C)

did

no woman/ bring 0(/)
TP

DP/

no woman

TP

T) bring 0(/)
VP

V)

bring

DP

which picture
of herself/

!Q !p! f Q( f )(p)
XP

X)

.
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!VP" and every node dominating it up to !0 is de!ned only if !pictures of "" holds
of 0(/).

We don’t know what X is yet. Assume it contributes no meaning. As a conse-
quence, XP has just the denotation that the wh-phrase has, and, since this is its
higher position, this is ((.a). Note that I have to assume that Wh Movement also
places the !0 into the structure. And, !nally, we have to assume that when XP
combines with its sister CP, the presupposition projects up in a way that restricts
the domain of f .
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We le! time looking at howEngdahl ("#$%) treated reconstruction e&ects. She had
a remerge theory of movement, so her trees looked like (").

(") Which picture of herself should no woman bring?

CP

CP

C

should

TP

DP

no woman

TP

T VP

V

bring

DP

which picture of hers

To get the fact that the sameDPwhich picture of hers is both a variable and a binder,
she decides to simply give that DP those twomeanings and let them combine with
the right material. We did that in a way that follows Heim ('%"():

(') !which picture of hers"=

a. higher position = !Q !p ! f Q( f )(p)

b. lower position = f (x), de)ned when !pictures of hers"( f (x))="

*ismodel has a couple +aws. One is that it requires that we embrace a theory that
allows certain expressions to come with two denotations, one for each of the po-
sitions they occupy.*is is an enrichment of the grammar’s power that we should
avoid if we can. *e other is that it doesn’t give us a handle on resumptive pro-
nouns. Why are violations of Terseness in the cases where a DP moves ones in
which the lower position is pronounced as a pronoun? Interestingly, Engdahl’s
semantics provides a reason – the lower position has the meaning of an e-type
pronoun – but her syntax doesn’t. So, I’m going to try to re)t Engdahl’s system
into a syntax that is aimed at explaining this.

First, we need to get a handle on the internal syntax of pronouns. Our model
for the lower position of wh-phrases is the e-type pronoun in examples like (().

(() Every man who owns a donkey kisses it.

Built into this pronoun is a function, that like the ones bound in questions picks
out an entity that satis)es the NP, here donkey, depending on the values given to
every man. Interestingly, a de)nite description can also get this meaning:

(,) Every man who owns a donkey kisses the donkey.

Pronouns share certain other characteristics with de)nite descriptions. For in-
stance, their context of use is, many times, similar.*e sentences in (-) are odd in
the context of this class for the same reason.

(-) a. *e woman is bored.

b. She is bored.

I’m going to assume that there are bored women in my class by the time we get
to this point in the handout, so these sentences should both be true. But they’re
not because the subjects do not refer properly, and this is because there is more
than one woman in my class (unless all but one of them have le! by now). *is
is modeled by making both the woman and her trigger the presupposition that
there is one unique female in the situation being described by the sentence.*is
presupposition comes with the, so we’ll build it into the denotation of the.

(.) !the" = !P." x P(x), de)ned when there is exactly one x
in s such that P(x) = /.

Understand the operator " to make the predicate it combines with refer in the
same way that a name does. *e de)nedness condition is restricted to the situa-
tion being described, which is represented in (.) by the free variable s.*is gives
us, then, something like (0) for (-a).
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(0) "x woman(x) is bored
IP

"x woman(x)
DP

the woman

!x x is bored
TP

T1

is

AP

bored

!DP" and !IP" are de#ned just in case there is a unique x in the relevant
situation which is a woman.

To capture the fact that pronouns are similar to de)nite descriptions in these
ways, we can give them a similar composition. Imagine, for instance, that a pro-
noun is just the way English speaks a de)nite description whose NP part is the
relevant person, gender and number features. I’ll assume that “third person” is
the absence of )rst or second person. So the pronoun her on this viewmight look
like ($). (See Postal "#.#, and Elbourne '%%- a!er which this is modeled.)

($) DP

D1

the

NP

fem sing

Suppose that the denotations for fem and sing are sketched by (#). (*e actual de-
notation for number is more complex. See Sauerland ('%%$) and Kratzer ('%%#).)

(#) a. !fem" = !x .x is female

b. !sing" = !x .x is an atom

*is gives us ("%) for (-b).

(-b) She is bored.

("%) "x [female(x) " sing(x)] is bored
TP

"x female(x) " sing(x)
DP

the fem sing

!x x is bored
TP

T1

is

AP

bored

!DP" and !TP" are de#ned just in case there is a unique x in the relevant
situation which is female and singular.

*e donkey pronoun cases show us that these expressions can have f in them,
and our model of questions requires that this f be bindable. I’ll treat this f as an
index – the kind that makes an expression a variable. And I’ll adopt an idea in
Danny Fox’s work that an index is a kind of adjective. In the case of a simpler
index, for instance, one that varies over entities, we can give it a denotation that
makes it a simple predicate that holds of any individual that the value of the index
refers to.

("") !n" = !x.x = n

For an index that has a function in it, we can adopt the denotation in ("').

("') !f" = !x .x = f(y)

where “y” is the argument of f.
A de)nite description with an index in it, then, will have a denotation like that

in ("().

("() "x x = f(y) " x is donkey
DP

!P."xP(x)
D1

the

!x .x = f(y) " x is donkey
NP

!x .x = f(y)

f

!x .x is donkey
NP

donkey

'
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In a donkey anaphora context, the y in this formula will be bound by a quanti)-
cational expression, and the DP will pick out di&erent donkeys depending on the
value of y.

Rullmann and Beck ("##$) suggest that we think of wh-phrases as kinds of
de)nite descriptions and Fox ("###) took this idea up and suggested that the lower
copy of amovement relation be given a denotation like a de)nite description built
upon a de)nite determiner that comes with an index, like the one in ("(). I sug-
gested in Johnson ('%"') that we incorporate these ideas into a multidominant
representation in the following way.

First, assume that the denotation for which is the same as the denotation
for the.

(",) !which" = !P." x P(x), de)ned when there is exactly one x
in s such that P(x) = /.

We must also assume that which necessarily has an index in its complement. One
way this has been achieved is to assume that the index is part of the determiner
(see Elbourne '%%- and Schwarz '%%#, for examples). We could, for instance, as-
sume that which has a denotation like ("-).

("-) !which" = !n.!P. " x P(x) " x = g(n),
de)ned when there is exactly one x in s such that
P(x) = / " x = g(n).

*e syntax that matches ("-) is:.

(".) DP
"x . !""#(x) " x = g(2)

D1

D

which

'

NP

book

One way of modeling demonstratives, such as that, is as de)nite determiners with
an index built in. On this picture of which, it is more closely allied with demon-
stratives than plain de)nite determiners. *ere may be other ways of modeling
how a de)nite combines with its obligatory index – see especially Hanink ('%"$)
and Hanink and Grove ('%"0) – but this is what I will adopt here.

To ensure that which is used only in a question context, I suggested that this
is the form of the determiner that arises when it is in an Agreement relation with

our erstwhile mysterious X. It’s X that carries the meaning that makes questions:
that is, it’s the term that introduces an existential quanti)cation over f . Let me
rename X, Q; its denotation will be:

("0) !Q" = !W .!p! f .W( f )(p)

*ese pieces go together as shown in ("#) on the next page. (Recall that a dashed
line is used to represent a position some phrase is in syntactically but not semanti-
cally.) Because Q does not semantically combine with its sister, the DP which pic-
ture, and as a consequence the QP that embeds it, has the same denotation that Q
has.*is is required by our observation that the variables in the DP which picture
cannot be bound in the higher position. What we’re seeing here is plausibly what
we saw in certain cases of VerbMovement: the moved verb is not semantically in-
terpreted in its higher position, but just in its lower position. In this context, then,
the DP is interpreted in just its lower position and not at all in its higher position.

Recall that when Terseness is violated in cases of Phrasal movement, it is not
the phrase that occupies the two positions – the moved phrase – that is spoken
twice, that is what we see only when a head moves. When a phrase moves, Terse-
ness is violated only by speaking a pronoun in the lower position. *is should
follow from the syntax of movement, and it’s achieving that goal which animates
the path I’ve taken here. By putting in the lower position all of the material that is
normally associated with de)nite descriptions, we bring the syntax of the phrase
in the lower position closer to what a pronoun is. At least that is correct if pro-
nouns have the syntactic shape like that in ($). Bymoving the parts of a wh-phrase
whose semantics are associated uniquely with questions, and not pronouns, I’ve
segregated syntactically the information that could potentially be found in a pro-
noun from that which isn’t. I’m still a few steps from being able to spell out how
violations of Terseness in these contexts might be modeled, but we should face
now a problem that the steps already taken in that direction might pose.

*e problem is that if the only way a variable meaning can be created in the
lower position is by putting a DP with an index in that position, this predicts that
movement will only create a variable-binding relationship when a DP has moved.
Because the semantics o&ered here for questions requires that the lower position
of a wh-phrase be occupied by a variable, this predicts that only DPs shouldmove
in constituent questions. One sort of counter-example to that arises in cases of
Pied-Piping. In Pied-Piping, a phrase that contains the wh-phrase moves, and
this phrase can, itself, be a DP (as in ("$a)), but it needn’t be, as in ("$b).

("$) a. Whose problems will we solve?

b. About which problems will we talk?

(
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("#)

!p ! f p = ¬!x . x is woman " x should forget "y.y is f(x) "y is picture (of x)
CP

CP

!2 !p p = ¬!x . x is woman " x should forget "y.y is '(x) " y is picture (of x)
CP

C1

!q !p.p = q

¬!x . x is woman " x should forget "y.y is '(x) "y is picture (of x)

DP/

no woman

!/. should forget "y.y is '(") "y is picture (of /)
TP

T1

should

VP

V1

forget

"y.y is '(") " y is picture (of /)
DP

D1

D

which

'(")

NP

which picture (of hers/)

!W .!p ! f .W( f )(p)
QP

!W .!p.! f .W( f )(p)
Q1

$e denotation for DP, and every phrase connected to DP by a solid line up
to !/, is de#ned only if there is a unique x for which !picture"(x)=% and 2(/)
is that x.

*e syntax of Pied-Piping presents a puzzle all by itself, of course, and not one that
I will be able to engage in detail in these lectures.*e solution that dovetails best
with syntaxwe’ve developed so far is one inwhichmore of the phrase that’smoved
is not semantically interpreted in the higher of its two positions. For instance, we
might associate ("$b) with ('%).

,
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('%) CP

CP

C1 TP

DP

we

TP

T1

will

VP

V1 PP

P1

about

DP

D1

which

NP

problem

QP

Q1

I shall take for granted that such a syntax is possible. What is necessary is to un-
derstand how to give an explanation for which class of things Q can attach to and
still be proximate in the required way to Agree with the D1 that contains which.
See Cable ('%%0, '%"%b,a) for suggestions.

If a syntax for Pied-Piping of this sort is achievable, then examples like ("$)
don’t present a problem for the thesis that the lower position of all wh-movement
is occupied by a de)nite description that functions as a variable. But examples
involving wh-movement of APs might.

('") How pleased with herself/ was almost every woman/ at the conference?

I’d like to suggest that these examples include a hidden DP within them.
Let’s take a closer look at APs. *ey are thought to include a degree head,

which is o!en silent but sometimes pronounced:

('') Mary is so happy.
Mary is that happy.

TP

DP

Mary

TP

T1

is

x is that-happy
DegP

x !y.y is that-happy
DegP

Deg1

that

!d .!y.y is d-happy
AP

happy

We can think of adjectives of this kind as naming relations between entities and
degrees. I’ll take the view that APs are embedded within Degree Phrases, in the
way shown. One of the ways of pronouncing Deg is how. Indeed, we can think of
how as being semantically equivalent to which degree. We can see that how ques-
tions can also be understood as introducing quanti)cation over functions from
examples like ('().3

('() How rich is almost every heiress?

answer:

(',) more than her chau&er

Indeed, we can think of how as having the semantics, and perhaps also the syntax,
of which degree.*is would allow us to assign to ('(), the representation in ('-).

3 An example I owe to Irene Heim.

-
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('-) !p ! f .p = "x heiress(x)! x is ("d d = f(x) # d is degree)-rich
CP

CP

!2 !p p = "x heiress(x)! x is ("d d is '(x) # d is degree)-rich
CP

!q !p.p = q
C

Q

"x heiress(x)! x is ("d d is '(x) # d is degree)-rich
TP

DP/

every heiress

TP

T1

is

!y.y is ("d d is '(") # d is degree)-rich
DegP

!d .!y.y is d-rich
AP

rich

"d d is '(") #d is a degree
Deg1

D

the

N

!d .d is '(")

f

!x .x is a degree

!W .!p.! f .W( f )(p)
QP

Q

!Deg" and all the nodes connected to Deg by solid lines up to TP are de#ned only if
2(/) is a degree.

We can think of Q as being related by Agreement to how in the same way that it
is related to which in simple cases like which picture.

Let’s now engage the question of how these structures yield pronouns in the
lower position when Terseness is violated. We want to )nd a syntax that allows a
portion of the material in the lower position to not be subject to Antisymmetry
and match how a pronoun is pronounced.

*ere are two scenarios I know of in which a pronoun is pronounced in the
lower position of a movement chain. In one, a wh-phrase leaves a pronoun in
an intermediate position.*ese are found in the constituent questions of certain
African languages. I’ll hold o& on looking at these for a moment. *e other sce-
nario is one in which the pronoun is spoken in just its lowest position, and not any
of the intermediary ones. Tomy knowledge, these examples are most prevalent in
relative clauses or cle!s, which could have the same basic syntax. How can we get

resumptive pronouns out of this system? I want to take a clue from the fact that
most cases of resumptives occur in relative clauses.*e resumptive that we started
with, found in Arabic, is like that. And that’s where we )nd resumptive pronouns
inModern Hebrew as well, which also shows the connection between islands and
reconstruction e&ects. I should have a better understanding of the typology of re-
sumptive pronouns before seeing how well the machinery I’ve outlined here can
describe them. But because resumptive pronouns clearly arise in relative clauses,
I’ll start sketch how we might produce them by focusing on deriving ('.).

('.) *e lower position of a movement relation can be pronounced as a pro-
noun if the movement relation is building a relative clause.

Relative clauses don’t have the semantics of questions, but they do still have
the variable binding property that wh-questions invoke. *at we can get recon-
struction e&ects in English relative clauses can be seen (dimly) from ('0).

('0) A framer examined the picture of herself that every woman brought into
the shop.

compare:

* A framer examined the picture of herself that every woman’s father
brought into the shop.

Interestingly, (except in certain specialized examples) we don’t get reconstruction
e&ects of this kind when other quanti)ers are involved.

('$) * A reporter wanted to see the picture of himself that no actor revealed
to his mother.

.
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Or do we?

('#) A reporter wanted to see the picture of himself that no actor would show
his mother.

I’m unsure of the generalizations in this domain.
Sometimes universal quanti)ers can appear to take exceptionally wide scope.

I will assume that this is what distinguishes ('0) from ('$). I will construe this
as evidence that it is necessary for the quanti)er inside the relative to be able to
scope out of the relative clause in cases of reconstruction. (I have not found a sat-
isfying account of the conditions under which reconstruction like this in relative
clauses is possible. See Sharvit ("##., "###a,b), Chierchia ("##'), Jacobson ("##,),
Szabolcsi ("##0).)*e contrast in ('0), however, shows us that the quanti)er must
also c-command the lower position of relative clause movement. *is suggests
that the NP part of a relative clause is being semantically interpreted in both po-
sitions, and therefore that any variables it contains must be bound from the same
thing in both positions.

Relative clauses have no Q, and consequently no wh-determiner. *ey have,
instead, just plain vanilla determiners – the one that we see, and, if we have the
right model of the variable in a movement chain, the one that is in the lower posi-
tion. Unless we change the denotations for determiners, this will prevent us from
using the same architecture for relatives that we have used for questions. *is
would amount to making a de)nite description (the lower DP) the complement
of an inde)nite, or another de)nite, determiner (the higher determiner). Instead,
I suggest we take the NP to be the term that has moved in relative clauses, giving
us a representation like that in ((%).

((%) DP

D1

the/a

XP

XP

X

CP

C1

that

TP

DP/

every woman

TP

T1

is

VP

V1

admiring

DP

D

the

NP

picture of herself/

As with questions, the mysterious “X” and “XP” is required if multidominant
structures only arise by parallel merge. We should look for the identity of X, and
count it as a strike against my hypothesis if it cannot be found. One possibility, I
suppose, is that X is simply the higher determiner.*is boils down to the “raising”
analysis of relative clauses (see Vergnaud "#0, and Bianchi '%%%).

((") DP

CP

C1

that

TP

DP/

every woman

TP

T1

is

VP

V1

admiring

DP

D

the

NP

picture of herself/

DP

D1

a

0
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But the semantics of this structure is obscure. We would hope to get the meaning
out of a relative clause by conjoining its denotationwith the denotation of the pre-
cedingNP. Because the relative clause combines with a CP here, we’d have to )ddle
with the semantics to get things to work. In any case, if both the determiners in
this structure have denotations that require them to semantically combine with
the NP/XP they are sisters to, then the NPwill have to be semantically interpreted
in both positions of a relative clause.

Our linearization scheme will force the NP in ((%) to be linearized in just one
of its positions, and this is what happens in English relative clauses. If this is the
right structure for relatives, it means that English must have a silent de)nite de-
terminer which is used in the lower position, because nothing is spoken in that
position in English. (*at is why I’ve put the determiner in shaded font in ((%)
and ((")).

Consider now a language in which &-features can be part of a DP that has an
overt NP.*is would be a language, then, which allows DPs like ((').

((') DP

D

the

NP

&

sing fem

NP

woman

We can use predicate conjunction to put the parts of the determiner’s complement
together. If DPs like this are available – and if DPs can Agree with & features, then
this seems plausible – we should expect languages that build relative clauses as
in ((().

((() DP

D1

the/a

XP

XP

X

CP

C1

that

TP

DP/

every woman

TP

T1

is

VP

V1

admiring

DP

D

the

NP

&

sing fem

NP

picture of herself/

Recall that pronouns are the way that de)nite descriptions are pronounced when
their NP part just has & features.*e NP that is the complement to the lower the
in ((() consists only of & features – at least in terms of its string information that
is all that is inside it – and perhaps this allows it to be pronounced as a pronoun.

$
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Quantifier Raising
Kyle Johnson Crete Summer School of Linguistics
University of Crete 24 & 26 July 2018
Rethymno

Quanti!er Raising is the rule that allows the quanti!cational determiner every
in (") to be interpreted in a position higher than where it is pronounced. #is
is required to give us the interpretations where the inde!nite’s value varies as a
function of the universal quanti!er.

(") A guard stood in front of every bank.

In its original formulation – which I think goes back to Chomsky ("$%%), but is
usually credited toMay ("$%%) – movement is allowed to create the representation
in (&) “covertly” from (").

(&) TP

QP'

every bank

TP

DP

a guard

TP

T( VP

V(

stood

PP

P(

in

DP

N(

front

PP

P(

of

DP

x'

A standard semantics for every gives us the interpretation in ()).

(*) !every" = !Q .!P.!y Q(y)" P(y)

())!y.y is a bank" a guard stood in front of y
TP

!P.!y.y is a bank" P(y)
QP'

every bank

TP

!' a guard stood in front of '
TP

DP

a guard

TP

T( VP

V(

stood

PP

P(

in

DP

N(

front

PP

P(

of

DP

x'

#e proposal in Fox (&++&) is to use the copy theory of movement and do “Trace
Conversion” on the lower copy.
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(,) !y.y is a bank" a guard stands
in front of "x , x = y such that x is a bank

TP

!Q .!y.y is a bank" Q(y)
QP

every bank

TP*

!n a guard stands in front
of "x , x = n such that x is a bank

TP

DP

a guard

TP

T( VP

V(

stand

PP

P(

in

DP

N(

front

PP

P(

of

"x .x = n
# x is a bank

DP

everyn bank

#e object DP, and everything up to TP*, has a value only if n is a bank.

(-) Trace Conversion
Interpret [DP D NP] as [DP then NP], where
!then" = !P $ there exists exactly one x , x = g(n) such that P(x) = .."x , x =
g(n) # P(x)

(#e material between “:” and “.” in (-) expresses a presupposition.#at is, for the
denotation of “then” to be “"x , x = g(n)# P(x)” it must the the case that the con-
text in which “then” is uttered be one in which there exists exactly one x such that
x = g(n) and P(x) = . in the situation being described.) Trace Conversion causes
the lower copy to be interpreted as a de!nite description. It introduces the pre-
supposition that the object it refers to is whatever the NP part describes – in our
example, that the object refers to a bank. Notice the extreme overkill on that bank
business. #e presupposition restricts the quanti!cation to banks, the restrictor
on the QP does too, and the de!nite description further more makes sure that the

object it refers to is a bank.#e rules of Spell Out cause just the lower copy to be
pronounced, and that is one of the central interests of Quanti!er Raising.

Johnson (&+"&) translates this into a multidominant structure without chang-
ing the semantics.#at’s done by sharing the NP part with two separate heads: a
de!nite determiner downstairs and a quanti!er upstairs.

(%) !y.y is a bank" a guard stands
in front of "x .x = y # x is a bank

TP

!Q .!y.y is a bank" Q(y)
QP'

Q

!

TP*

!' a guard stands in front
of "x .x = ' # x is a bank

TP

DP

a guard

TP

T( VP

V(

stand

PP

P(

in

DP

N(

front

PP

P(

of

"x .x = '
# x is a bank

DP

D

every

NP

& NP

bank

#e object DP, and everything up to TP*, has a value only if n is a bank.

the gets pronounced as every when it shares an NP with !

I have put the index inside the NP – I’ll explain why momentarily.

&
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Note that on all these accounts, the NP part of the moved phrase is inter-
preted in both of its positions. Unlike what we saw for questions, the NP part of
the moved phrase must be interpreted in its higher position if we are to restrict
the quanti!cation. We can see that this is a desirable outcome by considering the
fact that (/) does not allow an inverse scope reading.

(/) A guard stands in front of every picture of himself.

Because picture of himself must be interpreted together with the universal quan-
ti!er, it cannot be interpreted lower than where the universal quanti!er is inter-
preted. And because himself must be interpreted within the scope of a guard, the
result is that the universal quanti!er must too.We should keep a semantics for the
universal quanti!er – the standard one will do – that has this e0ect. Rather than
Trace Conversion, this model separates the two meanings of QR: the quanti!ca-
tional part (=Q) from the variable part (=D). Q, then, has the denotation that the
other models ascribe to every. every is the way that the de!nite determiner gets
pronouncedwhen it’s expressing the presence of a universal quanti!er somewhere
else.

But unlike questions, we cannot rely on Agreement or the like to characterize
when the de!nite determiner is in the right relation to Q to be pronounced as ev-
ery. Because Q does not c-command every, we cannot use Agreement. In my &+"&
paper, I had a solution to this problem that I suggested might explain some of the
spell out properties of QR. I will set this problem aside for this class, but it’ll be
necessary to have a description of how the Q in the high position is related to its
exponent in the D( of the lower DP. We do not want our syntax to give to ($) a
representation like ("+).

($) She will read every book about the problem.

("+) TP

TP

!' TP

DP

she

TP

T(

will

VP

V(

read

DP

D(

every

NP

N(

book

PP

P(

about

DP

D(

the

NP

& NP

problem

QP

Q

!

If that were possible, ($) would have the interpretation that She will read the book
about every problem. We need to ensure that the universal quanti!er is semanti-
cally associated with the NP that every is syntactically associated with. Something
must ensure ("").

("") Q must merge with a projection of the noun that heads the complement
to Q’s exponent.

("") requires that ! in ($) merge with a projection of book, the noun that heads
the complement to every.

QR and WhMovement di0er, then, in how the exponent of the operator that
gives scope to the relevant DPs is expressed.#ey also di0er in how the lineariza-
tion algorithm produces a string. We must force the linearization algorithm to
map a QR’d DP into a string position that corresponds to the lower of the two
positions it occupies. Wh Movement, by contrast, engages the linearization algo-

*
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rithm in English tomap that phrase onto the string position assigned to the higher
of the two positions it occupies. We’ll return to how to frame this di0erence.

QR is thought to be responsible for resolving Antecedent Contained Dele-
tion (ACD).

("&) Joan accused everyone that Sherlock did$.
$ = accused x

#at’s because there seems to be a match between the scope of the quanti!er and
the size of the VP that can be elided. (see Williams ("$%%) and Sag ("$%-).)

("*) Joan wants to eat everything Sherlock does$.

a. every » want

i. Everything that Sherlock wants to eat is something that is de-
sirable for Joan to eat.

ii. ? Everything that Sherlock eats is something that is desirable for
Joan to eat.

b. want » every

i. Eating everything that Sherlock eats iswhat is desirable for Joan.

ii. * Eating everything that Sherlockwants to eats is what is desirable
for Joan.

On the copy and multidominant theories of movement, this isn’t trivial. If the NP
part of a QR’d phrase is semantically in both the lower and higher position, then
wemight expect a relative clause to be in both those positions too.#at would not
resolve ACD. Fox (&++&) argues that the ability of !"#$" to attach things inside
other phrases – what is sometimes called “Late Merge” – is responsible for resolv-
ing the ellipsis. A picture of the syntax that achieves that, but which ignores the
internal construction of the relative clause, is (")).

(")) !y.y is a person that Sherlock did <accuse>" Joan accused "x[x = y # x is a person]
TP

!Q .!y.y is a person
that Sherlock did <accuse>" Q(y)

QP'

Q

!

NP

CP

that Sherlock did <accuse>

TP

!' Joan accused "x .x = '
# x is a person

TP

DP

Joan

TP

T( VP

V(

accused

"x .x = '
# x is a person

DP

D

every

NP

& NP

person

We’ve looked a little bit at how relative clauses work on thismultidominantmodel,
and it can be combined with QR in the way illustrated by (",).

)
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(",) !y. [y is a human that Sherlock accused]" Joan accused "x .x = y # x is a human
TP

TP

!' Joan accused "x .x = ' # x is a human
TP

DP

Joan

TP

T( VP

V(

accused

"x .x = '
# x is a human

DP

D(

every

NP

&

!Q .!y [y is a human that
Sherlock accused]" Q(y)

QP'

Q

!

XP

CP

C(

that

TP

DP

Sherlock

TP

T(

did

VP

V(

accuse

DP

D

the

NP

NP

one

&

XP

X(

Remember that “X” here is the mysterious term that I invoked in giving the syntax of relative clauses. It’s required by our parallel merge style derivations. I’ve made
the relative clause be the result of “head movement” – that is, a relative in which the so-called “head” of the relative (the NP) moves from inside the relative.#is is

not something easy to achieve in a copy theory of movement, but it’s within reach of a multidominant theory.#e boxed VP deletes in (",) in order to produce ("&).

,
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Fox and Nissenbaum ("$$$) argues that QR provides essentially the same syntax that produces “extraposition from NP,” a construction type illustrated by ("-).

("-) John accused everyone yesterday that Sherlock did$.

In this construction, the relative clause seems to have “moved” rightwards away from the DP it modi!es. In the analysis in Fox and Nissenbaum ("$$$), the relative
clause hasn’t moved. Instead the entire DP hasmoved byQR. But unlike the normal situation with QR, the relative clause is linearized according to the higher position
that QR assigns to the DP it a0ects. #is position, apparently, gets mapped onto a string in English that makes it follow everything it is a sister to. #us, the higher
position of QR is to the right of the lower position, and when the relative clause is linearized in that position it necessarily follows the lower position as well.#e rest of
the QR’d DP is linearized in the normal way: according to its lower position. Fox and Nissenbaum ("$$$) argue that the reason the relative clause has this exceptional
position is because it is only in the higher of the two positions that QR assigns to the DP.#ere is no relative clause in the lower position. Below there are two parses
of this scenario: one includes the details of the internal structure of the relative clause (=("/)), and in the other those details have been obscured (=("%)).

("%) !y.y is a person that Sherlock did <accuse>" Joan accused "x[x = y # x is a person]
TP

!Q .!y.y is a person
that Sherlock did <accuse>" Q(y)

QP

Q

!

NP

CP

that Sherlock did <accuse>

TP*

!' Joan accused "x .x = '
# x is a person

TP

DP

Joan

TP

T( VP

yesterdayVP

V(

accused

"x .x = '
# x is a person

DP

D(

every

NP

& NP

person

-
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("/) !y. [y is a human that Sherlock accused]" Joan accused "x .x = y # x is a human
TP

TP*

!' Joan accused "x .x = ' # x is a human
TP

DP

Joan

TP

T( VP

yesterdayVP

V(

accused

"x .x = '
# x is a human

DP

D(

every

NP

&

!Q .!y [y is a human that
Sherlock accused]" Q(y)

QP

Q

!

XP

CP

C(

that

TP

DP

Sherlock

TP

T(

did

VP

V(

accuse

DP

D

the

NP

NP

one

&

XP

X(

#e arguments for this analysis in Fox and Nissenbaum ("$$$) rest on a correlation they !nd between the position of the extraposed relative and the scope that the
modi!ed DP takes when it is headed by a quanti!er.#e relevant data are somewhat tricky, however, so let me report here other arguments on behalf of this analysis

Overfelt (&+",b) points out that this analysis solves the mystery of why relative clauses do not seem to be movable otherwise:

("$) *#at Sherlock accused, John accused everyone.

And, as Overfelt (&+",a) demonstrates, this also accounts for why an extraposed relative behaves semantically as if it is part of the restrictor for the quanti!er with
respect to NPI licensing.#e NPI ever is licensed when it is in the restrictor of the quanti!er every, but not when it is in the nuclear scope of every.

(&+) a. We met every biker who has ever ridden on these trails.

b. * We met every biker while he has ever ridden on these trails.

#is is a fact about every, and not a fact about relative clauses more generally, as we can see from the contrast in (&").

(&") a. We met every biker who has ever ridden on these trails.

b. * We met some biker who has ever ridden on these trails.

%
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#is is preserved under extraposition, just as the account by Fox and Nissenbaum
("$$$) predicts.

(&&) a. We met every biker yesterday who has ever ridden on these trails.

b. * We met some biker yesterday who has ever ridden on these trails.

Fox (&++&) argues, following Baltin ("$/%), that relative clauses which have
ACD in them are always extraposed. #at is, he argues that the position a rela-
tive clause is pronounced in is the position that resolves its ellipsis. One piece of
evidence on behalf of that idea is (&*), which is from Tiedeman ("$$,).

(&*) a. * I said that everyone you did$ arrived.

b. I said that everyone arrived that you did$.

$ = said that x arrived

(Fox &++&, (*,b), (*-b): %%)

#e word order in (&*a) requires that the relative clause be inside the VP headed
by said, whereas in (&*b), it’s possible for the relative clause to be outside this VP.
If QR moves things rightwards, as these examples would suggest, it is o1en very
di2cult to tell when the relative clause is in or outside the VP. In (&)), it could
have moved string-vacuously out of the VP, and in (&,), the PP could have itself
moved farther to the right of the relative clause.

(&)) She [VP read every book ] that! you did.

(&,) She [VP read every book ] that you did to! me.

It is therefore o1en di2cult to tell where the surface position of a relative clause
is, and this, Fox argues, o1entimes gives the illusion that the relative is inside a
VP that antecedes the ellipsis. It is only in carefully controlled examples, like (&*),
that we see that when a relative clause contains an elided VP, its surface position
must be outside of that ellipsis’ antecedent.

As noted above, we need the string part of our system to assign to (&-) the
string in (&%), and to (&/) the string in (&$).

(&-) VP

VP

V(

said

CP

C(

that

TP

TP

arrived

DP

D(

every

NP

one

QP

Q

!

NP

CP

that you did%

(&%) She said that everyone arrived that you did%

(&/) VP

VP

V(

said

CP

C(

that

TP

TP

arrived

DP

D(

every

NP

NP

one

CP

that you did%

QP

Q

!

(&$) She said that everyone that you did% arrived

If we !nd a way of ensuring that the NP which is a sister to the D always gets
linearized according to the path that contains DP, then this contrast does, indeed,
emerge. (#ough the fact that the QR’d material shows up to the right of its sister,
rather than to the le1, does not.) We’d like to derive (*+).

(*+) a. p([D! every]) (the path of every) must be included in the path of N(,
the head of D(’s complement.

b. #e sister of QP precedes QP

/
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Nissenbaum (&+++) has an idea about (*+b).#e idea rests on the English par-
ticular fact that relative clauses are linearized so that they follow the phrases they
modify. We can express this in the terms of our linearization algorithm with (*").

(*") !x , y, x ! d(NP) and y ! d(CP), x < y, where CP and NP are sisters.

If (*") holds of relative clauses that “late merge,” then this will derive the fact that
relative clause are linearized to the right of the material they are “extraposed”
from. As Nissenbaum notes, this also derives the fact that DP internal material
that English linearizes so that it precedes the head noun cannot extrapose. For in-
stance, certain APs cannot follow the NP they modify, but must instead precede
them. English adopts (**).

(*&) a. every bored student

b. * every student bored

(**) !x , y, x ! d(NP) and y ! d(AP), y < x, where AP and NP are sisters

If we tried to Late Merge an AP of this kind, we’d have a structure like (*)).

(*)) VP

VP

V(

said

CP

C(

that

TP

TP

le1

DP

D(

every

NP

student

QP

Q

!

NP

QP

bored

#e structure in (*)) cannot be mapped onto the string in (*,) because that will
violate (**).

(*,) (she) said that every student le1 bored

((*,) is a grammatical sentence, of course, but it’s not the sentence in (*)). Instead
it is a sentence in which bored is a secondary predicate, not part of the restrictor
of every.)

One might wonder why the structure in (*)) cannot map onto the string
in (*-).

(*-) (she) bored said that every student le1

#is is blocked because English also requires that the contents of D( precede ev-
erything in its sister.

(*%) !x , y, x ! d(D() and y ! d(NP), x < y, where D( and NP are sisters.

#is condition blocks (*-).
#is idea also accounts for the relative order of more than one phrase that has

extraposed. As Keller ("$$,) notes, when a PP and a relative clause extrapose, they
must show up in the same order that they would if they hadn’t.

(*/) a. A man with blond hair who was smiling just came in.

b. * A man who was smiling with blond hair just came in.

(*$) a. A man came in with blond hair who was smiling.

b. * A man came in who was smiling with blond hair.

(Keller "$$,, ("*), (",): *+")

Finally, let’s examine how the Fox and Nissenbaum ("$$$) account of extra-
position captures a fact reported in Rochemont and Culicover ("$$+). Consider a
case in which extraposition has a0ected a PP, as in ()+).

()+) a. Mary saw an alleged mouse fromMars yesterday.

b. Mary saw an alleged mouse yesterday fromMars.

Rochemont and Culicover ("$$+) reports that fromMars is necessarily outside the
scope of alleged in the second example, but can fall within the scope of alleged in
the !rst example. #is would follow if there was something about extraposition
that required the extraposed phrase not be too deeply embedded inside the DP
it modi!es. On traditional accounts, that involve moving the extraposed phrase,
this can be captured by adopting a locality condition on movement that prevents
the extraposed phrase from moving through too much of the DP it modi!es. If
PP extraposition involves the syntax Fox and Nissenbaum ("$$$) suggest holds
for relative clauses, then another way of expressing this locality condition will be
required.

To see how this can be achieved, consider the representation (=()")) assigned
to ()+b) by our syntax.

$
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()") &y. y is a mouse in w # from Mars in @ #Mary saw "x .x = y # y is a mouse in w
TP

TP

!' Mary saw "x .x = ' # x is a mouse in w
TP

DP

Mary

TP

T( VP

yesterdayVP

V(

saw

"x .x = '
# x is a mouse in w

DP

D(

an

NP

& NP

allegedw NP

mousew

!Q .&y.y an alleged
mouse fromMars # Q(y)

QP'

Q

&

NP

PP

fromMars@

the alleged mouse and every node dominating it has a denotation only if x is a
mouse in w

By contrast, the case in ()+a) has the structure in ()&), which would allow from
Mars to be part of what is alleged.

()&) &y. y is a mouse fromMars in w
#Mary saw "x .x = y # x is a mouse fromMars in w

TP

TP

!' Mary saw "x .x = ' #
x is a mouse fromMars in w

TP

DP

Mary

TP

T( VP

yesterdayVP

V(

saw

"x .x = '
# x is a mouse
fromMars in w

DP

D(

an

NP

& NP

allegedw NP

mousew from Marsw

!Q .&y.y a mouse fromMars in w # Q(y)
QP'

Q

&

the alleged mouse from Mars, and every node above it, has a denotation only if x
is a mouse fromMars in w

Making themanynecessary translations, this is basicallyCulicover and Rochemont
("$$+)’s account. Let’s work through how these structures get semantically inter-
preted.

An important ingredient necessary for characterizing the meaning of these
examples is Keshet (&+"+)’s condition in ()*).

()*) Intersective Predicate Generalization
Two predicates interpreted intersectivelymay not be evaluated at di0erent
times or worlds from one another. (Keshet &+"+, ("+): *//)

"+
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#e Intersective Predicate Generalization is supported by the fact that sentences
like ())) are anomalous.

())) a. %Mary thinks the married bachelor is confused.

b. %Mary thinks the professor in college is too young to teach.

(Keshet &+"+, ("$): *$")

(Perhaps a better example for ())b) would beMary thinks the professor in his fresh-
man year is too young to teach.) Without ()*), it should be possible to interpret
married in ())a) in the worlds of the speaker of ())a), and bachelor in the worlds
of Mary’s belief. #at would deliver a non-contradictory interpretation of ())a).
It would report that the married man that Mary thinks is a bachelor is thought by
Mary to be confused.#at isn’t a meaning ())a) has, however, and it’s blocked by
()*) because the worlds in which married and bachelor are evaluated are di0er-
ent. Instead, the meanings that ())a) has are contradictory. It reports either that
the speaker has a contradictory belief or thatMary does.#at contradictory belief
is that the individual being described as confused is both married and a bache-
lor (hence, unmarried).#e example in ())b) illustrates a similar e0ect, but with
respect to the times at which professor and in college are evaluated.

Keshet’s condition forces predicates that are all inside the scope of alleged in
our example to be evaluated at the same worlds: the worlds that characterize the
allegation.#is condition will only allow from Mars to be evaluated at the actual
world only if it is out of the scope of alleged. It will therefore have to be merged to
a phrase that includes alleged. Note that the NP formed from alleged is evaluated
at the actual worlds – that is, the worlds that characterize the state of a0airs that
contain the allegation, not the worlds that characterize the allegation – and there-
fore any modi!ers that combine with that NP will have to be evaluated at those,
non-alleged, worlds. If fromMarsmerges to this NP, it will have to be evaluated at
the actual worlds. In ()") and ()&), I’ve put subscripts on the relevant material to
indicate at which worlds they are evaluated: fromMars@ indicates that fromMars
holds in the actual worlds, whereas fromMarsw indicates that fromMars holds in
the worlds of the allegation.

On an account that treats extraposition of PP as movement of the PP, rather
than an outcome ofQR, the fact that an extraposed PP cannot fall within the scope
of modi!ers of the NP it is related to could be credited to a locality condition on
movement.#is is what Rochemont and Culicover ("$$+) suggest for the contrast
in ()+). #e contrast in ()+) arises because movement cannot span the distance
in (),a), though it can in (),b).

(),) a. *TP

TP

DP

Mary

TP

T

past

VP

V(

see

DP

D(

an

NP

AP

allegedw

NP

N(

mousew

t

PP

fromMarsw

b. TP

TP

DP

Mary

TP

T

past

VP

V(

see

DP

D(

an

NP

tNP

AP

allegedw

NP

N(

mousew

PP

fromMars@
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I’m skeptical about such a constraint on movement, however, because it does not
show up with le1ward movement. In ()-), it is possible for from Mars to be asso-
ciated with the position marked by the trace in (),a).

()-) It’s fromMars that Mary saw an alleged mouse.

#at is, fromMars can be part of what is alleged to be the thing Mary saw in ()-).
On the syntax proposed here, the fact that from Mars cannot be related to

a position in the scope of alleged when it extraposes follows from the condition
on how the Q and its exponent are related. #e condition in ("") requires that Q
merge with a projection of the complement of its exponent. Because the comple-
ment of D(, which is where Q’s exponent lives, is always an NP, this means that
Q will have to merge with an NP. Because it is the D( that combines with the NP
projected by mouse that expresses the exponent of ! in ()+), the parse in ()") is
the only one that satis!es ("") and puts from mouse in a position where it can be
linearized farther to the right of the DP it modi!es. I therefore regard the contrast
in ()+) as evidence for the multidominant-based syntax of QR sketched here. It
builds in a locality condition between the quanti!er and its exponent that derives
the contrast in ()+).

It also, incidentally, provides evidence for the restriction to parallel merge
derivations that I’ve adopted as well. Consider what would be possible if remerge
derivations were possible instead. We should be able to produce representations
like ()%).

()%)

&y. y is a mouse in w # fromMars in w #Mary saw "x .x = y # y is a mouse in w
TP

TP

!' Mary saw "x .x = ' # x is a mouse in w
TP

DP

Mary

TP

T( VP

yesterdayVP

V(

saw

"x .x = '
# x is a mouse in w

DP

D(

an

NP

& NP

allegedw NP

mousew

!Q .&y.y an alleged
mouse fromMars # Q(y)

QP'

Q

&

NP

NP

PP

fromMarsw

#is would manufacture the reading that I think is absent.#is is blocked, how-
ever, if the Extension Condition is enforced in the way that it is here. Recall, the
Extension Condition requires that !"#$" only be able to join terms that are ele-
ments (i.e., root nodes) in a Stage.#at derives the constraint in ()/).

()/) If $ merges with %, then $ cannot be (recursively) dominated by %.

What ()/) proscribes is precisely what has happened in ()%): alleged has merged
with an NP that dominates alleged.

"&
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" Hydras

In a QR-based account of Extraposition, then, we !nd evidence for some of the
ingredients of my analysis of movement.#ere is a specialized instance of Extra-
position that I think provides evidence for that part of my proposal that says that
what is in two positions inQR is not the entireQP/DP, but theNP inside it instead.
#at specialized instance of Extraposition can be found in ()$).

()$) A man entered the room and a woman went out who were quite similar.
(Perlmutter and Ross "$%+, (*), p. *,+)

In ()$) is an extraposed relative clause:who were quite similar.#is relative clause
must modify a plurality, and yet in ()$) there are only singular DPs. Somehow,
what has happened here is that the relative clause manages to modify a plurality
that is created by the two singular DPs. Sometimes this construction is said to give
the relative clause “split antecedents.”

One approach to these examples would be to assume that associated with the
extraposed relative is a silent plural pronoun whose antecedent is the plurality in-
voked by the previously occurring inde!nites. Schematically, something like (,+).

(,+) A man. entered the room and a woman' went out pro.+' who were quite
similar.

We might expect the meaning on this analysis to be roughly that in (,").

(,") A man entered the room and a woman went out and they were quite
similar.

See, for instance, the introduction inWebelhuth, Sailer, and Walker (&+"*), where
something of this kind is sketched. I think this is a likely source for ()$).

But it won’t spread to examples with better quanti!cation:

(,&) a. Every man smiled and every woman frowned who had met each
other at the open house.

" Every man smiled and every woman frowned and they had met
each other at the open house.

b. No man smiled and no woman frowned who had met each other at
the open house.

"No man smiled and no woman frowned who had met each other at
the open house.

#e relative clause serves to restrict the quanti!cation in these examples. (,&) have
interpretations parallel to (,*).

(,*) a. Every man and woman who met each other at the open house smiled
and frowned respectively.

b. No man and woman who had met each other at the open house
smiled and frowned respectively.

#at the relative clauses are serving the role of restricting the quanti!cationmight
be better appreciated by considering an example like:

(,)) Every triangle is small and every circle is big that are connected to each
other by a line.

#is sentence is true in the situation portrayed by the drawing below.

(,,)

We want a syntax, then, that ensures that the relative clause combines semanti-
cally with the NP parts of each quanti!er so that it can contribute to restricting
the quanti!cation.

Every English speaker I have confronted with examples like these !nds that
(,&) and (,*) do not have the same status as ()$).#ere is uniform and easy con-
sensus on the grammaticality status of ()$) that is not found with (,&) and (,*).
Some I have consulted classify (,&) and their ilk as ungrammatical, while others
– the majority in my informal poll – grant them grammaticality but mark a clear
degradation compared to ()$). My suspicion is that this is because they have a
di0erent syntax – ()$) gets a parse like (,"), for instance – and that these di0erent
syntaxes are not equally accessible. Perhaps, for instance, the syntax associated
with (,&) presents complexity for the online processor that is absent in the syntax
that lies behind ()$), and this contributes to their di0ering grammaticality per-
cepts.#e model I will o0er in a moment requires of (,&) and (,*) a dependence
on movement – namely QR – whereas ()$) might arise through anaphora. It is
not far-fetched, I believe, to imagine that the discontinuous dependencies that
movement invoke have a larger tax on the resources required of online process-
ing than do anaphora. Whatever the source of the contrast between ()$) and (,&),
the English speakers I’ve consulted have no hesitation assigning to (,&) and (,*)
the meanings I’ve described. I will set aside the uncertain grammaticality status
of (,&) and (,*), and here focus on what seems clear: that (,&) and (,*) get inter-
pretations that cause the relative clause to restrict the quanti!cations involved.

"*
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Zhang (&++%) argues that this must be achieved by syntactically relating the
extraposed relative clause to each of the DPs in these constructions, pointing to
the ungrammaticality of (,-).

(,-) a. * Mary met him and John met a woman who knew each other well.

b. * Mary met Bill and John met a woman who knew each other well
(Zhang &++%, (/a),($a): &))

#is can be related to the fact that restrictive relative clauses cannot be in con-
struction with pronouns or names in English.

(,%) a. * He who le1 arrived later.

b. * John who le1 arrived later.

Might these constructions involve Right Node Raising? Maybe not, because
Right Node Raising doesn’t seem to support the plurals that these constructions
somehow manufacture.

(,/) a. * Sue’s proud that Bill and Mary’s glad that John have !nally met.

b. * Bill is proud that Hilary and Michelle is glad that Barack support
each other.

c. * Bill was glad that Sue, George was relieved that Jane and Jim was
reassured that Mary outnumbered the gangsters.

(Grosz &+",, (&"): ""))

compare:

(,$) a. Sue’s proud that Bill and Mary’s glad that John has/?have le1.

b. Bill is proud that Hilary andMichelle is glad that Barack are/?is happy.

Right Node Raising is hard to diagnose, and its properties are spooky, so it’s dif-
!cult to know whether this really tells us anything about our examples. I’ll tenta-
tively assume that Right Node Raising isn’t involved.

In any case, we want an account which correctly allows the relative clause to
restrict the quanti!cation in each of the separate conjuncts. With just two wrin-
kles, this can be achieved with our present system. We’ll need to assemble a few
ingredients !rst, though.

First, because we are now suddenly dealing with plurals we have to become
cognizant of some of themeshugas about plurals. Let us assume, with Link ("$/*),
that NPs denote the set of individuals that are formed by taking a set of atomic in-
dividuals and closing them under sum formation. So, for instance, if the domain
of women is just Sheila, Marcia and Pat, we have:

(-+) a. !woman" = {Sheila, Marcia, Pat}

b. !women" = {Sheila, Marcia, Pat, Sheila%Marcia, Sheila%Pat,
Marcia%Pat, Marcia%Pat%Sheila}

or:

a. !woman" = !x woman(x)=".

b. !women" = !x !y[y # x # y atomic]" woman(y)="

where $ % % is an individual with parts $ and % and # means “is a re3exive part
of.” With plurals we also have to recognize that de!nite descriptions build in a
maximality operator. In the present context, for instance, (-") is a claim about all
the women in this class.

(-") #e women in the class are alert.

So, ignoring the presupposition that the de!nite determiner invokes, we can give
the denotation of the with (-&).

(-&) !the" = !P. max(P).

max(P) = "x [P(x) # !y[P(y)" y # x]]

We need the same maximality operator for our indexed de!nite determin-
ers, the one that makes de!nite descriptions that can vary. We can see that from
examples like (-*).

(-*) A child of [every man and woman]. keeps [the man and woman]. awake
all night.

(A less prolix way of saying the same thing (-*) does is to replace the man and
woman with them.) In this example, every man and woman must scope above a
child for the man and woman to be understood as bound to it.#is is (probably)
not an instance of e-type anaphora, then. It requires every man and woman to QR
out of the subject DP it is spoken within and bind the man and woman.#is is ev-
idence that the de!nite DP the man and woman contains a variable that is bound
by every man and woman, rather than the machinery of e-type anaphora, since
the presence of that index inside the man and woman would require every man
and woman to c-command it for the bound variable interpretation to result.

Next, we have to consider how coördinations work. We’ll only look at coördi-
nations of NPs, and we’ll start with simple cases where the NPs that are coördi-
nated form sums.&at’s the case in (-)).

(-)) &e man and woman met in the park.

We want and to give us a plural individual that is made up of a man and a woman
in this case. We want and to have the denotation in (-,).

")
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(-,) !and" = !P.!Q .!x .x = y % z # P(y) = . # Q(z) = .

So:

(--) !the man and woman" =

max(!man and woman") =

max(!x .x = y % z # woman(y)=" #man(z)=") =

"x .x = y % z # woman(y)=" #man(z)=" #
!w[[w = y % z # woman(y) #man(z)]" y # x]]

We can learn from (-%) that we need to change how the maximality operator
works in the case of the indexed de!nite determiner.

(-%) A friend of [every man and woman in the class]. thinks that the man.
dances better than the woman..

First, notice that we need the man and the woman to both be bound by the quan-
ti!er.&e quanti!er ranges over plural individuals that are made up of a man and
a woman, but the man and the woman are variables that refer to singular individ-
uals. What our present denotation for the man and the woman will do is require
that the value the index gets is a man or is a woman. &e values the index will
have, however, is man%woman pairs, because that is what every man and woman
quanti!es over. What we need is for the man and the woman to refer to just the
part of those pairs that satis!es the man or woman predicates. So we change our
denotation for indices to (-/).

(-/) !n": !x x # n

&is gives us (-$) for (-%). (Forgive the departure from multidominance.)

",
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(-$) !y man%woman(y)" a friend of y thinks that
max(!x x # y #man(x)=") dances better than max(!x x # y # woman(x)=")

TP

QP

every man and woman

TP

!' a friend of ' thinks that max(!x x # ' # man(x)=")
dances better than max(!x x # ' # woman(x)=")

TP

TP

T

pres

VP

V(

think

CP

C(

that

TP

max (!x x # '
# man(x)=")

DP

the &man

TP

T

pres

VP

V(

dance

AP

A(

better

PP

P

than

max(!x x # '
# woman(x)=")

DP

the & woman

DP

D(

a

NP

N(

friend

PP

of '

"-
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A paraphrase of the interpretation this syntax provides is (%+).

(%+) For every man-woman pair, x, there is a friend of x that thinks that the
maximal man-part of x dances better than the maximal woman-part of x.

Now all we need to add to these background assumptions is a particular the-
ory of the syntax of coördination.&e idea is that coördination in English is just
the usual syntax and semantics of intersectivemodi!cation.&at is, I will propose
that (%") are completely parallel, except that (%"b) has the special Spell Out rule
in (%&).

(%") a. DP

D

the

!x big(x)=" #mouse(x)="
NP

AP

big

NP

mouse

the big mouse

b. DP

D

the

!x friend(x)=" # daughter(x)="
NP

NP

friend

NP

daughter

the friend and daughter

(%&) &e and Rule
If two phrases are interpreted by the rule of Predicate Modi!cation and
they are of the samemorphosyntactic category, then pre!x the last of them
with and if they are linearized adjacent to each other.

&e cases we are looking at, unfortunately, don’t have the right semantics for this
theory. &e two NPs combine to form sums rather than intersectively. Let’s con-
tinue with the promise in (%*) for a moment, and return to this need.

(%*) When two NPs combine by Predicate Modi!cation, it is possible to derive
the sum meaning.

With this assumption our model of QR provides the right syntax and seman-
tics. What we envision is a derivation that takes the NP parts of each DP and
merges them together before combining themwith the quanti!er.&at is precisely
the analysis of these constructions that Zhang (&++%) proposes, andwhat I’ve done
here is tomake this a consequence ofQR. (&is is what is done in Fox and Johnson
(&+"-), so the “I” here includes Danny Fox.)

(%)) !y[y = w ' z] # woman(w)=" #man(z)=" # y came in together
"

max(!x x ! y # man(x)=") is smiling and max(!x x ! y # woman(x)=") is frowning
TP

IP

!'max(!x x ! ' # man(x)=") is smiling and
max(!x x ! ' # woman(x)=") is frowning

TP

TP

and TP

TP

T

pres

VP

is frowning

DP

D(

every

NP

& NP

man

TP

TP

T

pres

VP

is smiling

DP

D(

every

NP

& NP

woman

QP

Q

!

!x .[x = y ' z] #
woman(y)=" #man(z)="
# x came in together

NP

!x .[x = y ' z] #
woman(y)=" #man(z)="

NP

CP

who came in together

Remember that (%,).

(%,) When Q and D share an NP, the exponent of Q is expressed in D.

&e geometry in (%)) predicts that the form of the determiners in each of the con-
joined clauses should be the same, since they are both in the relation that (%,)
describes with the same Q.&is seems to be true. (&is fact is !rst, to my knowl-
edge, reported in Moltmann "$$&.)

(%-) a. * A woman is smiling and every man is frowning who came
in together.

b. A woman is smiling and a man is frowning who came in together.

"%
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c. * Every woman is smiling and some man is frowning who came
in together.

d. Some woman is smiling and some man is frowning who came
in together.

e. * Most women are smiling and every man is frowning who came
in together.

f. ? Most women are smiling and most men are frowning who came
in together.

g. * Every woman is smiling and few men are frowning who came
in together.

h. Few women are smiling and few men are frowning who came
in together.

i. * No woman is smiling and every man is frowning who came
in together.

j. No woman is smiling and no man is frowning who came
in together.

&ere are examples, like (%%) suggested to us by Ming Xiang, where determiner-
like material in each of the subjects di0ers and the result is fully grammatical.

(%%) One woman is smiling and other women are frowning who came
in together.

I suspect that the di0ering material in this, and similar examples, is not the rel-
evant quanti!er, however. In (%%), for example, the subject DPs plausibly involve
the same existential quanti!er and therefore also !t the prediction.&at is, a fuller
picture for (%%) would provide a syntax whose denotation could be paraphrased
with (%/).

(%/) &ere is an x who came in together, such that y, the maximal part of x
that is one woman, is smiling and z, the maximal part of x that isn’t y, is
frowning.

In a syntax that produces (%/), we can imagine a single existential quanti!er being
exponed in each of the subjects.

&is account also predicts that examples like (%$) should be ungrammatical.

(%$) Every woman is smiling and every woman is frowning who came in
together.

&is should have the same status as (/+).

(/+) Every woman and woman who came in together are smiling.

&ere is something that prevents twoNPs frommerging together (sometimeswith
the aid of and) if they are identical. Because that is the syntax that our account
gives to (%$), it should violate that constraint.

What hydras teach us, if this is correct, is not only that every, and per-
haps other quanti!cational determiners, aren’t semantically where they are pro-
nounced. &is is the just the conclusion reached by any example calling for QR
(or its ilk). We also learn that the NP part of the DP headed by every is shared
with the unspoken higher term that does the quanti!cation in the way that the
treatment of QR sketched here says. It’s not, as standard theories have it, that the
DP headed by every moves to a higher position and there binds a variable in its
lower position. It’s the NP part of the DP headed by every that moves. &at’s a
result expected on a parallel merge version of movement, rather than a remerge
version of movement.
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Let’s look at where we’ve arrived. I started by laying out the following goals.

(!) a. Explain violations of Contiguity, i.e. derive semantic displacement.

b. Explain Terseness and its exceptions:

When a term is displaced, it is pronounced in only one of the
positions it occupies, except possibly:

i. If the term is a verb, or

ii. "e term is a DP, in which case a resumptive pronoun is
possible.

c. Make (!a) and (!b) have the same source.

Multidominance has been our answer. With adjustments to the semantic pieces
that make up movement examples, we’ve gotten closer to (!a). And when this is
wedded to a linearization algorithm that can handle multidominant trees, we can
implement Jairo Nunes’ idea that (!b) follows from the Antisymmetry condition.
"e particulars of the story have two parts: one that determines how phrases are
built and another that determines how those phrases are mapped onto strings.

"e phrase part is:

(#) Derivation
D(Si), Si a Numeration, is the series of Stages (Si ,Si+$,Si+%,. . . ,Sm), where:

a. Each Sk!i is derived from Sk"$, by at least one application of !"#$".

b. Sm is a singleton set (i.e, a root node)

(&) !"#$"(!, (")) = #

! (")

,

where:

a. ! and " are root nodes in (i.e., elements of) a Stage.

b. If one of the arguments of !"#$" is a word, then # must be a phrase.

c. If !"#$" has a sole argument, it must not be a phrase.

d. # is the category of ! or ".

e. ! and " must be certain categories.

(') Principle of Full Interpretation
If ! is a member of a Numeration, Si , then !!" must be part of the deno-
tation of the output of D(Si).

"e string part is:

(() L pc(P) = {S: S = {! < ", ! and " X)s in P}}, such that S satis*es Path Con-
tiguity, Totality, Antisymmetry, and the language particular component.

a. Let p(w)=(XP$, XP%,. . . , XPn), a path, be the phrases that dominate
w, an X), and includes the root phrase, where very XPi is dominated
by every XP j>i .

b. +(P) is a set of paths formed from the words in P.

c. d(XP) is the set of ws such that XP is in p(w).

d. Path Contiguity
If p ! +, then for every XP ! p and YP, sister of XP:

i. " ! d(YP)" #! ! d(XP) ! < ", or

ii. " ! d(YP)" #! ! d(XP) " < !.

e. Totality
For every w in P, +(P)must contain p(w).

f. Antisymmetry
¬(! < " $ " < !)

Our formula for the relation between the phrase structure of a sentence and its
string is (,).

(,) L pc(D(Si))

From this system, in tandem with a semantics that spells out how determiners
work, “movement,” with the properties in (!), almost emerges."ere are two cases
le- unexamined however.

We have “shown” how resumptive pronouns can be produced, but only in rel-
ative clauses. "ey also show up in constituent questions, however, and so we’re
not quite done with (!b). And we’ve also worked out how reconstruction e.ects
work – how variables inside a displaced phrase can be bound from the position
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the phrase is displaced from. But we haven’t worked out the example that started
that project:

(/) Which papers of hers thatMark brought will nowoman talk to him about?

In this example, not only can hers be bound by no woman, but at the same time
Mark can be interpreted as if it weren’t c-commanded by him. Our model of
wh-movement doesn’t predict this. Because wh-moved phrases are interpreted in
their lowest position, (/) is a surprise. Our analysis gives to (/) the representation
in (0).

(0) $p % f p = ¬%x . x is woman $ x will talk to him
about %y.y=f(x) $y is papers of x that Mark brought

CP

CP#

$% $p p = ¬%x . x is woman $ x will talk to him
about %y.y=#(x) $ y is papers of x that Mark brought

CP

C)

$q $p. p = q

¬%x . x is woman $ x will talk to him
about %y.y=#(x) $y is papers of x that Mark brought

DP

no woman

TP

$1 1 will talk to him
about %y.y=#(&) $y is papers of 1 that Mark brought

TP

T)

will

VP

V)

talk

PP

PP

to him

PP

P)

about

%y.y=#(&) $ y is papers of 1
that Mark brought

DP

which papers of hers1that Mark brought

$W .$p % f .W( f )(p)
QP

$W .$p % f .W( f )(p)
Q

&e denotation for DP, and every phrase connected to DP by a solid line up to CP#, is de'ned
only if there is a unique x forwhich !papers of hers that Mark brought"(x)=( and %(1) is that x.

#
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"e about phrase in this parse is unorthodox. I include it to make to him c-
command the which-phrase. "ere are other, less perverse, solutions. But they
will distract at this point.

Today I’m going to try to address these two le-overs. And also gesture at issues
le- that I do not know how to resolve.

Let’s start with the problem of resumptive pronouns. First recall how I sug-
gested we get resumptives out of relative clauses. A putative example like (2) will
get the representation in (!3).

(2) A picture (of herself) that every woman is admiring it

(!3) DP

D%

a

XP

XP

X

CP

C%

that

TP

DP&

every woman

TP

T%

is

VP

V%

admiring

DP

D

the

NP

)

sing

NP

picture (of herself&)

Assume that a pronoun can be the spell-out of:

(!!) DP

D

the

NP

sing

And the structure in (!3) allows for the possibility that the DP in the lower posi-
tion can be spelled out as a pronoun. If the linearization procedure puts the string
pictures (of herself) into the higher position, then the material in the lower posi-
tion that could be pronounced there is just what (!!) has.What’s key to this story is

that in relative clauses, the determiner that heads the phrase in the lower position
is not also in the phrase that occupies the higher position. For this reason, it, and
any features that might remain unshared, canmake upmaterial that is a pronoun.

Our syntax of questions, however, doesn’t have that syntax. As (0) shows, the
DP in the lower position is entirely in the higher position to. "ere is nothing
in the lower position that isn’t also in the higher position. Path Contiguity will
require all of that material be spoken together, blocking a resumptive pronoun.

"e structurewe gave toQR, however, shares the relevant properties of relative
clauses in (!3). Like relative clauses, QR puts the NP part of two DPs in di.erent
positions, but leaves the determiners out of the mix.

(!#) !y.y is a bank" a guard stands
in front of %x , x = y # x is a bank

TP

$Q .!y.y is a bank" Q(y)
QP

Q

!

TP!

$% a guard stands in front
of %x , x = % # x is a bank

TP

DP

a guard

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

stand

PP

P%

in

DP

N%

front

PP

P%

of

%x .x = %
# x is a bank

DP

D%

every

NP

# NP

bank

&e object DP, and everything up to TP!, has a value only if n is a bank.

&
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Note that I am using the *rst idea we had about indices. I’m assuming that they
are predicates that hold of entities which are identical to what the index is valued
as. We saw from our study of hydras that indices should be given a semantics that
allows them to hold of entities that are part of the entity assigned to the index.

(!&) !n" = $x .x = g(n)

I’ve also suppressed the !'( operator that makes up the denotation of de*nite
descriptions, and which interacts with the “part of ” de*nition of indices to pro-
duce result that are o-en the same as (!&)."e cases we look at today don’t require
those details, and so I think they can be safely ignored.

Kotek (#3!') has argued that wh-movement and QR can chain together."at
wh-phrases can QR is shown independently by their ability to license Antecedent
Contained Deletion (a point made in Pesetsky #333).

(!') Which teacher talked to which child that you did&.
& = talk to that child

We saw last time that the syntax for examples like these involves QRing the DP
associated with the relative clause, so that the relative has a position to be inserted
that is not inside its antecedent."e grammaticality of(!') shows that DPs headed
by which have this ability as well: they too can QR.

If Whmovement can apply to a wh-phrase that has QR’d, then we would have
representations like (!() and (!,). In both of these parses, the wh-phrase has QR’d
to a position above the subject and then, from that positionwh-moved."e graphs
di.er with respect to how the ) features are deployed in the DP."e second tree
represents a language which allows ) features to be within NPs of this kind, and
in this case, the ) features are le- in the lower position, just as in (!3). In such a
language, this DP could be pronounced as a resumptive pronoun.

(!() CP

QP

Q

CP

C TP

DP

D%

which

TP

DP

Mary

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

admires

DP

D%

the

NP

paper

(!,) CP

QP

Q

CP

C TP

DP

D%

which

TP

DP

Mary

TP

T

pres

VP

V%

admires

DP

D

the

NP

sing NP

paper

An unfortunate consequence of this proposal is that it predicts that resumptive
pronouns should be just as common in the trace position of QR as they are in

'
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the trace position of wh-movement. In fact, I don’t know of any convincing ex-
amples of resumptive pronouns le- by QR. Indeed, I’m not sure that there are
convincing examples of resumptive pronouns le- by wh-movement in the low-
est position."e examples of resumptive pronouns in constituent questions that
seem compelling are found in intermediary position. Kandybowicz (#330) is a
good example. I’m uncertain how to capture these cases. My verdict is that the
system I’ve sketched has the ingredients necessary to explain why violations of
Terseness can involve resumptive pronouns when DPs are moved, but it does not
provide an account of where these ingredients seem to be deployed.

I will maintain the view, however, that WhMovement can apply to a QR’d DP.
It has some utility in understanding other issues, which I’ll brie4y mention today.
If the QR+Wh-Movement combination has the syntax in (!() or (!,), then we’ll
need to understand how the linearization algorithm negotiates the con4icting re-
quirements of QR and wh-movement. For QR, we have described the fact that the
moved NP gets spoken in the lower of its two positions with (!/).

(!/) p(every), p(some),. . .must be included in the path of the head of its com-
plement.

For wh-movement we’ve not made an explicit statement of how overt wh-
movement is determined. In English, it is only one wh-phrase that needs to be
spoken in the higher position, which suggests that it’s a requirement of Q that
forces the wh-phrase to be merged into its higher position. Cable (#3!3) suggests
that there is a morphological requirement between Q andwhich is responsible for
overt movement."at *ts with our system.

(!0) Q must merge with the phrase headed by its exponent (i.e., which).

"ese two requirements (or their equivalents in the correct analysis) con4ict in
(!() and (!,). (!0) wins the contest, andwe should understandwhy. I believe there’s
a way of connecting this to the failure of resumptive pronouns in lowest position.
I can see a way that this system can capture these two things, but I don’t see much
in the way of evidence that helps support that way. If you’re interested in seeing
it, ask.

If which-phrases can QR, then we have to rethink what the meaning of which
is. In my initial semantics, I made which have the same meaning that the de*nite
determiner the has. And then we designed a theory of de*nite descriptions that
allows them to function as variables. What we see from (!') is that we should in-
stead treat which as a quanti*er, and let QR manufacture the trace in the lower
position. I think the common intuition is that which is a kind of existential quan-
ti*er. In questions, as we saw, the quanti*cation is over Skolem functions – func-

tions that take an entity-type argument are return an entity type element. In our
present semantics, that function is assigned to Q, and I will maintain that deci-
sion. It has the utility of forcing the existential quanti*cation to scope wide. I will
insteadmakewhich provide a restrictor for the functions that are being quanti*ed
over and feed that restrictor to the existential quanti*er in Q position. I will adopt
Engdahl’s idea that the restrictor of which is converted from a predicate of indi-
viduals to a predicate of Skolem functions and closed by a universal quanti*er. So,
here is the denotation for which.

(!2) !which" = $P.$W .$p.$ f .[#y.P( f (y)) = $] $ W( f )(p) = $

Key:

a. x , y, z variables over entities

b. P,Q variables over predicates of entities (e.g. $x .P(x))

c. f variable over skolem function

d. p, q variables over propositions

e. W variable over relations between propositions and functions
(e.g. $ f .$p.W( f )(p))

Let’s start with a (relatively) simple example in (#3).

(#3) (I wonder) which papers no woman should review?

"e parts go together in the way indicated in (#!) on the following page. In (#!),
I’ve indicated, for the *rst time in this class, that subject arguments undergo a
movement from their underlying position (Speci*er of vP) to Speci*er of TP. In
this instance, that movement invokes a semantics just like that we’ve given to QR:
the moved phrase in the higher position binds a variable in the lower position.
I’ve obscured that syntax in (#!), I hope without introducing error.

(
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(#!) CP
$p.$ f .[!y papers( f (y))] # p = ¬$x. woman(x) # x should review %z.z = f (x) # papers(z)

QP

Q

$W .$p.$ f .W(p)( f ) = $

CP
$p.$ f .[!y papers( f (y)) = $] # p = ¬$x. woman(x) # x should review %z.z = f (x) # papers(z)

DP
$W .$p.$ f .[!y papers( f (y)) = $] #W( f )(p) = $

D%

$P.$W .$p.$ f .[!y.P( f (y)) = $] # W( f )(p) = $

which

CP

$1 CP
$p.p = ¬$x. woman(x) # x should review %z.z = 1(x) # papers(z)

C

$q.$p.p = q

TP
¬$x. woman(x) # x should review %z.z = 1(x) # papers(z)

DP

no woman

TP

$% TP
% should review %z.z = 1(%) # papers(z)

T%

should

vP

DP

%

vP

v VP

V%

review

DP
%z.z = 1(%) # papers(z)

D

the

NP

1(%) NP
$z.papers(z) = $

papers

Like all instances of QR, the wh-phrase has moved in a fashion that causes the NP is shared by the determiner in object position and the determiner containingwhich.
Because both of these determiners take that NP as an argument, its denotation will be combined in both of the positions it resides in."is gives us a way of using the
late merge derivations we saw in the context of relative clause exposition to create structures like that on the next page."is, then, is a syntax that allows the relative
clause to fall outside the scope of to him in (/)."is is just the kind of solution that we get from Lebeaux (!223).

,
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(/) I wonder which paper that Mark brought no woman talked to him about.

(##) $p.$ f .[!y paper( f (y)) = $ #Mark_brought ( f (y)) = $] # p = ¬$z. woman(z) # z talk to him about %x .x = f (z) # paper(x)
CP

$W .$p $ f .W(p)( f )
QP

Q

$p.$ f .[!y paper( f (y)) = $ #Mark_brought ( f (y)) = $] # p = ¬$z. woman(z) # z talk to him about %x .x = f (z) # paper(x)
CP

$W $p $ f .[!y paper( f (y)) = $ #Mark_brought ( f (y)) = $] #W( f )(p) = $
DP

D%

which

NP
$x . paper(x) = $ #Mark_brought(x) = $

CP
$x Mark_brought(x) = $

that Mark brought

CP

$% CP
$p.p = ¬$z. woman(z) # z talk to him about %x .x = %(z) # paper(x)

C

$q $p.p = q

¬$z. z is woman # z talk to him about %x .x = %(z) # paper(x)
TP

DP

no woman

TP

$5 TP
5 talk to him about %x .x = %(5) # paper(x)

T

pst

vP

5 vP

v VP

V%

talk

PP

PP

to him

PP

P%

about

%x .x = %(5) # paper(x)
DP

D

the

NP

#(') NP
$x paper(x)=!

paper
/
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If QR is the process that allows a relative clause to be interpreted in its higher
position, thenwe should expect to *nd that things which don’t QR cannot partake
in this process. One thing we’ve seen wh-move that shouldn’t be able to QR are
APs. "e structure for a wh-moved AP looks like (#&). (I’ve given the semantics
we arrived at originally.)

How rich is every heiress

(#&) $p $ f .p = !x heiress(x)" x is (%d d = f(x) # d is degree)-rich
CP

CP!

$% $p p = !x heiress(x)" x is (%d d = #(x) # d is degree)-rich
CP

C

$q $p.p = q

!x heiress(x)" x is (%d d = #(x) # d is degree)-rich
TP

DP&

every heiress

TP

T%

is

$y.y is (%d d = #(!) # d is degree)-rich
DegP

$d .$y.y is d-rich
AP

rich

%d d = #(!) # d is a degree
Deg%

D

the

NP

$x .x = #(!)

#

$x .x is a degree

$W .$p.$ f .W( f )(p)
QP

Q

denotesDeg and all the nodes connected to Deg by solid lines up to CP! are de'ned
only if %($) is a degree.

"ere is some evidence thatDeg) – the thing that is pronounced as how but has the
meaning of which degree – is capable of QRing. (see Bhatt and Pancheva (#33').)
To convert these structures into one that embraces the idea that wh-phrases QR
will mean changing the denotation of Deg andQRing it."e semantics is straight-
forward, but the syntax is a little tricky because it involves pied-piping. I won’t dive
into that problem here. What’s relevant is that the DegP – the thing o-en called

an AP – doesn’t QR. And that means that a clause associated with this AP cannot
late merge.

DegPs/APs don’t get modi*ed by relative clauses, so we cannot test this pre-
diction with relative clauses. But everything we’ve seen for relative clauses holds
for complement clauses as well."ey can “extrapose” as in (#').

(#') She recounted the rumor last week that the )!! is a phenomenon of
human languages.

And they too can contain names that don’t produce disjoint reference e.ects in
wh-movement contexts.

(#() Which rumor that John is responsible for the *asco does he hope you
will stop?

DegPs/APs do host complement clauses, so we can test the predicationwith them.
Compare (#() to (#,).

(#,) How happy that John is responsible for the *asco does he think you are?

My informants reliably *nd a contrast in these examples. It is harder to get an
interpretation that allows John and he to corefer in (#,) than in (#().

"is contrast is discussed in Heycock (!22(), Huang (!22&), Takano (!22() and
many others.

Now we have an interesting problem. By letting wh-phrases be quanti*ers of
a sort that undergo QR, we have allowed relative clauses to late merge and this
gives us a handle on why relative clauses need not be interpreted in the scope of
the lower position that the wh-phrase occupies. But now we have lost our simple
explanation for why a pronoun in a wh-phrase can be bound as if it were in the
lower position. We need to do this, recall, so that we can explain why the contrast
in (#/) is like the contrast in (#0).

0
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(#/) a. * No woman’s father should forget pictures of herself.

b. No woman should forget pictures of herself.

(#0) a. * Which pictures of herself should no woman’s father forget?

b. Which pictures of herself should no woman forget?

We concluded that the pictures of herself material in (#0) must be in the lowest
position, and in that position, it is subject to the same requirements that cause no
woman to be a possible antecedent only in (#/b).

On the other hand, we have also seen that when an anaphor is in the NP part
of a quanti*er, it must be bound by virtue of both its positions: the lower and the
higher."at is why, recall, (#2a) allows for the universal quanti*er to outscope the
inde*nite, but (#2b) doesn’t.

(#2) a. A curator restored every painting of Knossos.

b. A curator% restored every painting of herself%.

Our conclusion was that the presence of herself forced the NP to remain within
the scope of a curator and this must bring with it the consequence that every also
has to be within the scope of a curator. For wh-phrases, however, we want the ex-
istential quanti*er that comes with them to take scope over the antecedent for the
re4exive they contain. I’ve put that existential quanti*er in Q, but the semantics
require the wh-phrase to take scope just belowQ. If that’s right, what we are seeing
is that QR of wh-phrases is capable of bringing a re4exive out of the scope of its
antecedent, but QR of other DPs doesn’t. What makes wh-phrases special?

I have a speculation which I’ll show you. First, though, we should see what it
is precisely that is responsible for preventing QR from bringing a re4exive out of
the scope of its antecedent. Our syntax for the inverse scope of (#2) is (&3).

(&3) !z painting_of_herself*(z)"
$y curator(y) # y restored %x .x = z # painting_of_y(x) TP

TP

$% $y curator(y) # y restored
%x .x = % # painting of y(x) TP

DP

a curator

TP*

$1 TP

T%

pst

vP

& vP

v VP

V%

restore

DP

D%

every

NP

# NP

painting of herself*

$Q .!z painting_of_herself*(z)" Q(z) = $
QP

Q

!

"e Binding "eory requires herself to have the same index as the subject of re-
store."at will cause it to be bound by that subject when we consider how the de-
notation of TP* is computed. But its denotation will also be part of QP, and here it
is not bound: it will be a free variable. Free variables are typically interpreted by a
context – they are given a value that allows them to refer to a salient, or accommo-
dated, antecedent. One way we could block this structure is to hypothesize that
an index cannot get both of these interpretations.

(&!) Every occurrence of an index, n, in XP must be bound in !XP" or every
occurrence of an index, n, in XP must be free in !XP".

We might also speculate that what blocks (&3) is the Binding"eory:

(&#) If ! is a re4exive, then for every p(!), there must be some " ! p
whose sister binds !.

2
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(&#) merely requires of a re4exive that it be bound in every path that contains it.
(&#), however, doesn’t extend to pronouns, as in (&&).

(&&) A curator% restored every painting of hers%

I tentatively adopt (&!). It’s because of (&!), then, that (#2a) can get a represen-
tation parallel to (&3), but (#2b) can only get the representation in (&').

(&') $y curator(y) # !z painting_of_herselfy(z)"
y restore %x .x = z # painting_of_herselfy(x)

TP

DP

a curator

TP

$1 TP

T

pst

!z painting_of_herself*(z)"
1 restore %x .x = z # painting_of_herself*(x)

vP

$Q .!z painting_of_herself*(z)" Q(z) = $
QP

Q

!

vP

$% 1 restore %x .x = % # painting_of_herself*(x)
vP

1 vP

v VP

V%

restore

DP

D%

every

NP

# NP

painting of herself*

"is is what is responsible for the fact that QR cannot bring a re4exive out of the
scope of its antecedent.

Okay, with this in hand, let’s look at what our account does for (/).

(/) Which papers of hers5 that Mark brought will no woman5 talk to him
about?

If we plug in all the parts, we’ll get the expected violation of (&!).

!3
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(&() $p.$ f .[!y paper_of_hers+( f (y)) = $ #Mark_brought ( f (y)) = $] # p = ¬$z. woman(z) # z talk to him about %x .x = f (z) # paper_of_z(x)
CP

$W .$p $ f .W(p)( f )
QP

Q

$p.$ f .[!y paper_of_hers+( f (y)) = $ #Mark_brought ( f (y)) = $] # p = ¬$z. woman(z) # z talk to him about %x .x = f (z) # paper_of_hersz(x)
CP

$W $p $ f .[!y paper_of_hers+( f (y)) = $ #Mark_brought ( f (y)) = $] #W( f )(p) = $
DP,

D

which

NP
$x . paper_of_hers+(x) = $ #Mark_brought(x) = $

CP
$x Mark_brought(x) = $

that Mark brought

CP

$% CP
$p.p = ¬$z. woman(z) # z talk to him about %x .x = %(z) # paper_of_hersz(x)

C

$q $p.p = q

¬$z. z is woman # z talk to him about %x .x = %(z) # paper_of_hersz(x)
TP

DP
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"e index ' on hers is both bound (by no woman) and free (in the restrictor
of which) in the denotation assigned to the root CP. How is this ungrammatical
outcome avoided by wh-phrases?

A di.erence between wh-determiners and other quanti*cational determin-
ers is what the quantify over. Determiners like every relate predicates of entities:
they say that if some entity is a thing described by their restrictor it will be a thing
described by their nuclear scope. But questions, we have seen, quantify over func-
tions. "ey say that there exists some function that picks out things which their
restrictor describes, and they relate that function to the propositions that charac-
terize the answer space. Because the restrictor for which is a predicate of entities,
what has to happen is thatwhich has to convert this predicate into something that
will describe Skolem functions. Engdahl’s proposal – incorporated in our seman-
tics – is to “close” one of the arguments of that Skolem function with a universal
quanti*er.

(&,) $W .$p.$ f .[#y papers( f (y))] $W( f )(p)
DP

D

which

$x . papers(x)=!
NP

papers

What which has done is take $x.papers(s)=! and say that we’re talking about
Skolem functions that spit out an entity that satis*es the predicate for every entity
that the function is fed."is is a way of making the restrictor blind to the input to
the Skolem function; the functions are not restricted by the kinds of entities that
the Skolem function applies to, only to the kinds of entities it returns. What the
input to the Skolem function is will be determined by the nuclear scope. "is is
exactly what we want to happen to hers5.

Imagine, then, that what which does to the predicate it combines with is close
all of the free variables in its restrictor with a universal quanti*er."is is, indeed,
the solution that Engdahl suggests for our problem."is will produce (&/).
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¬$z. z is woman # z talk to him about %x .x = %(z) # paper_of_hersz(x)
TP

DP
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5 talk to him about %x .x = %(5) # paper_of_hers+(x)
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"is satis*es (&!). If her were replaced by herself it would still satisfy (&!), and,
in addition, it would satisfy the requirement that herself has that its antecedent
c-command it from a non-QR’d position. It satis*es that requirement by virtue of
herself being interpreted in the lower position as well as the higher one.

"e class can now end.
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